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Appendix I- POTTERY CATALOGUE
Neck handled/Rim handled Amphora
Argolid-
1. Mycenae- Granary, East Basement; Linear decoration; Wavy line on handle; H= 36.5;
Wace 1921-23, pi. 9a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 330. Fig. 1
2. Tiryns- Linear decoration; scroll on shoulder; Podzuweit 1981, 213 fig. 61.
3. Tiryns- Linear decoration; tassel on shoulder; Podzuweit 1981, 213 fig. 62. Fig. 2
4. Argos-Tripolis St.; Linear decoration; scroll on shoulder; Piteros 2001, 110 fig. 24. Fig. 3
5. Argos- Tripolis St.; Linear decoration; tassel on shoulder; scroll on handle; Piteros 2001,
110 fig. 25. Fig. 4
6. Argos- Tripolis St.; Linear decoration; wavy line on handles; antithetic hooks below
handle; Piteros 2001, 110 fig. 27. Fig. 5
Attica-
7. Spata; Linear decoration; scroll motif on shoulder; Tail/hook on handle; H= 54.7; Benzi
1975, No. 171; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 408. Fig. 6
8. Perati- Tomb 157.1252- Phase I,II; Linear decoration; H= 41.7; Iakovides 1970, PI. 8P;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 409. Fig. 7
Euboea-
9. Lefkandi-Xeropolis-Phase lb; Linear decoration; scroll motif on shoulder; Mountjoy
1999, 66. Fig.8
Naxos-
10. Aplomata- Tomb B; Linear decoration; scroll motif on shoulder; cross motif and
tail/hooks on handle H=48.8; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 21. Fig. 9
11. Kamini- Linear Decoration; scroll motif on shoulder; cross motif and tail/hooks on
handle; Kardara 1977, pis. 48-49a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 20. Fig. 10
Rhodes-
12. Ialysos- Tomb 84.1 la; Linear decoration; Wavy line motif on neck and shoulder; vertical
wavy line motif and tail/hooks on handle; H= 14.8-9; Benzi 1992, pi. 108e; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 164. Fig. 11
Kalymnos-
13. Pothia; Linear decoration; wavy line on shoulder; H= 32.8; Forsdyke 1925, 1.1 pi. 16;




14. Asine- Tomb 5.14; Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; H= 35.6; Frodin and
Persson 1938, fig. 260.8; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 323. Fig. 13
15. Argos-Tripolis St.; Linear decoration; Piteros 2001, 110 fig. 23. Fig. 14
16. Tiryns- Lower Town; Linear decoration; Antithetic loops on body; Tiryns IX, pi. 17.264;
Mountjoy 1999, 159.
17. Tiryns- Linear decoration; tassel on shoulder scroll between handles; Podzuweit 1983,
382 fig. 7. Fig. 15
Melos-
18. Melos; Linear decoration; stemmed spirals on shoulder; birds between handles;; Pictorial;
H=25.7; Langotz pi. 2.42; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 187. Fig. 16
Naxos-
19. Aplomata- Tomb B; Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; H= 25.3-8; Kardara
1977, pi. 468; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 3.Fig. 17
Rhodes¬
ia. Ialysos- Tomb 67.1; Linear decoration; triglyph concentric arcs between handles; H=
26.1-5; Benzi 1992, pi. 97e-f; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 132. Fig. 18
21. Ialysos; Linear decoration; vertical wavy lines between handles; H=26.9-27; Forsdyke
1925, pi. 11; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 133. Fig. 19
22. Vati; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral on shoulder; H=39.8; Copenhagen 1, pi. 43.8;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 131. Fig. 20
Kalymnos-
23. Pothia; Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; H= 25.8-26; Forsdyke 1925, pi.
15; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 13. Fig. 21
Hydria
Argolid-
24. Asine-Tomb 5.1; Linear decoration; H= 34.8-35.5; Frodin and Persson 1938, fig.260.1;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 337. Fig. 22
25. Argos- Tripolis St.; Linear decoration; two tassels on shoulder divided by double bands;
Piteros 2001, 112 fig. 32. Fig. 23
26. Tiryns- ; Linear decoration; tassel on shoulder; antithetic loops on belly;
Podzuweit 1983, 382 fig. 7.
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Attica-
27. Perati-Tomb 95.727- Phase II; Linear decoration; necklace and stemless spirals on
shoulder; wavy line on belly; wavy line down handle with tail/hook; Iakovides 1970, pi.
61y; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 428. Fig. 24
28. Ligori; Linear decoration; horizontal bars on shoulder; horizontal barring on handle with
double hooks at base; Benzi 1975, no. 518; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 429.
29. Athens- Fountain House; Linear decoration; X on handle; Broneer 1939, 394, fig. 75g;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 430.
30. Athens- Fountain House; Linear decoration; framed wavy line on handle; Broneer
1939,394, fig. 75j; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 431. Fig. 25
31. Athens- Fountain House; Linear decoration; scroll on handle; Broneer 1939,394, fig. 75h;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 432.
32. Athens -Fountain House; Linear decoration; double hooks at base ofhandle; Broneer
1939,394, fig. 79f; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 433. Fig. 26
33. Athens- Fountain House; Linear decoration; double hooks at base ofhandle; Broneer
1939,394, fig. 79e; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 434.
34. Athens- Fountain House; Linear decoration; scroll on shoulder; Broneer 1939,394, fig.
79b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 435. Fig. 27
Naxos-
35. Aplomata-Tomb B; Linear decoration; vertical wavy line from shoulder to belly; vertical
wavy line down vertical handle; Kardara 1977, pis. 57-58; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 31.Fig. 28
36. Kamini; Linear decoration; horizontal chevrons on shoulder; horizontal banding on
handles; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 32.
37. Kamini- Linear decoration; pendant semi-circles on shoulder; Pictorial; figures dancing.
Karagheorghis and Vermeule 1982, XI. 67 Fig. 29
38. Aplomata-Linear decoration; Pictorial; Fishing scene with men, spiral net and fish;
Vlachopoulos 1999b, fig. 2 Fig. 30
Collar Necked Jar-
Argolid-
39. Mycenae- Linear decoration; pictorial; horses, birds with zigzag, stacked triangles filling;
Karagheorghis and Vermeule 1982, 124 fig. XI. 13 Fig. 31
40. Asine- Tomb 1.2; Linear decoration; double antithetic loops on belly; tail/hook at base of
handle; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 329.
41. Asine- Linear decoration; running spiral with open centre on shoulder and belly; Frodin
and Persson, fig. 233.3.
42. Tiryns- Linear decoration; pictorial with chariot race; Kilian 1980, fig. 1. Fig. 32
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43. Tiryns- Linear decoration; necklace on shoulder; antithetic loops on belly; Podzuweit
1981,210, fig. 59.3.
44. Tiryns- Linear decoration; necklace on shoulder; antithetic loops on belly; Podzuweit
1983,363 fig. 1.4.
45. Tiryns- Linear decoration; necklace on shoulder; antithetic loops on belly; Podzuweit
1983,391 fig. 12.2. Fig. 33
46. Tiryns- Linear decoration; scroll on shoulder; antithetic loops on belly; Tiryns V, PL 37.
47. Argos- Tripolis St.; Linear decoration; wavy line on body; bivalve and framed zigzag on
shoulder; Piteros 2001; 112 fig. 36. Fig. 34
48. Argos- Tripolis St.; Linear decoration; concentric pendant semi-circles on body; Piteros
2001, 112 fig. 35. Fig. 35
Attica-
49. Perati- Tomb 10.159- Phase II; Linear decoration; panelling on shoulder; triple wavy line
on belly; H=46.7; Iakovides 1970, pi. 76y; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 405. Fig. 36
50. Perati- Tomb 30a.365-Phase II/III; Linear decoration; necklace on shoulder; H=18.7;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 885; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 406. Fig. 37
51. Perati- Tomb 302.376-Phase II/III; Linear decoration; bivalve flower on shoulder; H=7.8;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 885; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 407.
Naxos-
52. Kamini; Linear decoration; slid triangle and semicircles on shoulder; stems on belly;
Mountjoy 1999, fig, 17. Fig. 38
53. Kamini; Linear decoration; wavy line on belly; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 18. Fig. 39
54. Kamini; Linear decoration; wide panel with semi-circles; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 19.
Rhodes-
55. Rhodes-Sporadico; Linear decoration; concentric arcs on shoulder; running spiral on
belly; H=24.8; Benzi 1992, pi. 155h H/l; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 162. Fig. 40
56. Ialysos- Tomb 35.5; Linear decoration; H=19.1-3; Benzi 1992, pi. 647; Jones and Mee
1978,463 Sample 21; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 163. Fig. 41
Kalymnos-
57. Pothia; Linear decoration; horizontal chevrons and semi-circles on shoulder; goats
flanking palm trees; Pictorial; H=40.5; Karagheorghis and Vermeule 1982, XII.24;




58. Phylakopi; Linear decoration; running spiral on shoulder; zigzag on base of neck and on
rim; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 186; Renfrew 1984, no. 81.
Rhodes-
59. Vati; Linear decoration; panelling with quirk on shoulder; H=40.6-41.2; Copenhagen 1
pl.43.1; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 123.
60. Ialysos- Tomb 17.14; Linear decoration; stacked triangle and semicircles on shoulder;
H=37.7; Benzi 1992, pi. 20g; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 124. Fig. 43
61. Rhodes; Linear decoration; tricurve arch with fill of stemmed spirals, chevrons and
rosettes on shoulder; H=35.3-36.5; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 125. Fig. 44
62. Rhodes; Linear decoration; tricurve arch with fill of stemmed spirals and semicircles on
shoulder; H=38.3\Annuario 57-58 (1979-80) 234, fig. 19; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 126. Fig.
45
63. Rhodes; Linear decoration; tricurve arch with fill of stemmed spirals and semicircles on
shoulder; H=43.8; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 127.
64. Ialysos- Tomb 61.4; Linear decoration; scale pattern on shoulder; H= 14.7-9; Benzi 1992,
pi. 94f; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 128. Fig. 46
65. Ialysos; Tomb 38.6; Linear decoration; stacked zigzag on shoulder; H=24.2; Benzi 1992,
pi. 68i; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 129.
Kos-
66. Seraglio; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral and bivalve fill; Morricone 1972-73, 357
figs. 352b-c; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 99. Fig. 47
67. Seraglio; Linear decoration; antithetic spiral and lozenge; Morricone 1972-73, 375 fig.
375e; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 100. Fig. 48
Four-handled Jar-
Naxos-
68. Kamini; Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 2. Fig. 49
Kos-
69. Seraglio; Linear decoration; panelling with chequer, running spiral, triangle, chevrons,
bivalve foliate band and netting from shoulder to zone between handles; semicircles





70. Asine- Tomb 5.3; Linear decoration; lozenge with triangular patch fill; semicircles, zizag
and quirk on body; H=28.9; Frodin and Persson 1938, fig. 260.3; Mountjoy 1999, fig.
340. Fig. 51
71. P. Epidauros; ray on shoulder; Octopus style; H=21.1; Aravantinos 1974, P1.45;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 341. Fig. 52
72. Asine- Tomb 5.4; Linear decoration; papyrus with triangular patch on shoulder; zizag
,chevron, semicircles and quirk on body; H=23; Frodin and Persson 1938, 395; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 342. Fig. 53
73. Asine-Tomb 6.5; Dark; Linear decoration; semicircles, chevron fill, and stacked triangles
with framed zigzag below on shoulder; H= 21.2; Frodin and Persson 1938, fig. 265.1;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 343. Fig. 54
74. Asine- Tomb 6.6; Linear decoration; hatched triangles and cross hatched triangles on
shoulder; H= 20.3; Frodin and Persson 1938, fig. 265.2; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 344.
75. Asine- Tomb 5.5; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral and lozenge on shoulder; framed
zizag on upper body; H= 20.3; Frodin and Persson 1938, fig. 260.4; Mountjoy 1999, fig.
345.
76. Asine- Tomb 6.7; Linear decoration; bivalve flower and triangular patch on shoulder;
H=15.7; Frodin and Persson 1938,403; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 346. Fig. 55
77. Asine-Tomb 1.10; Linear decoration; cross hatched triangles, dotted semi-circes and
framed zigzag below on shoulder; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 347.
78. Asine- Tomb 1.12; Linear decoration; elaborate triangles and semicircles on shoulder;
zigzag on belly; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 348.
79. Mycenae-Kalkani-Tomb 532.9; Linear decoration; lozenge with framed zigzag below on
shoulder; H=13; Wace 1932, pi. 53; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 349.
80. Tiryns-Prophites Elias-Tomb 5.1; Linear decoration; blobs on body; H=10; Siedentopf et
al. 1973, pi. 17.2; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 350. Fig. 56
81. Asine- Tomb 7.18; Linear decoration; papyrus and semicircles on shoulder; H=12.5;
Frodin and Persson 1938, fig. 269.8; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 351.
82. Asine- Tomb 2.15; Linear decoration; bivalve flower on shoulder; H=13.2; Frodin and
Persson 1938, fig. 249.8; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 352.
83. Asine-Tomb 6.9; Linear decoration; bivalve flower and elaborate triangles on shoulder;
H—12.1; Frodin and Persson 1938, fig. 265.3; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 353. Fig. 57
84. Asine- Tomb 5.8; Linear decoration; semi-circles (apse) on shoulder; H=12.5; Frodin and
Persson 1938, 396; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 354.
85. Asine-Tomb 6.11; Linear decoration; semicircles (apse) with cross hatched triangles on
shoulder; H=11.3; Frodin and Persson 1938,404; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 355.
86. Tiryns-Prophites Elias-Tomb 6.16; Linear decoration; H=14.1; Siedentopf et al. 1973, PI.
19.3; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 357. Fig. 58
87. Tiryns- Linear decoration; rosettes, triangular patch on shoulder; concentric arcs and
quirk on belly; Podzuweit 1981, 211 fig. 60. Fig. 59
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88. Tiryns- Linear decoration; semi-circles and elaborate triangle on shoulder; Podzuweit
1983, 384 fig. 12.4.
89. Tiryns- Octopus style; concentric arcs and bird filling; Podzuweit 1979,433 fig. 49.
90. Mycenae-Cyclopean Terrace; Linear decoration; semicircles and elaborate triangles on
shoulder; wavy line on body and handle; H=10.4; Wace 1921-23, PI. 62.1b; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 356. Fig. 60
91. Mycenae- Linear decoration; triangular patch on shoulder; birds, zigzag and chevrons on
belly; Karagheorghis and Vermeule 1982, XI. 118. Fig. 61
Corintliia-
92. Ancient Corinth-Julian Basilica; spirals on shoulder; Frgm.; Weinberg 1949, PI. 22.35;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 207. Fig. 62
Attica-
93. Perati- Tomb 15b.261-Phase II, III;; rosette elaborate triangle with zigzag below in
shoulder; Octopus with fill of bird and fish on body; Octopus style; H=21.6; Iakovides
1970, Pis. II and 73a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 439. Fig. 63
94. Troy; elaborate triangle on shoulder; octopus with fill of fish on body; Octopus style;
H=22.6; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 440. Fig. 64
95. Athens-Agora; octopus on body; Octopus style; Frgm.; Immerwahr 1971, pi. 64.503;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 441. Fig. 65
96. Athens-Fountain House; octopus on body; Octopus style; Broneer 1939, 390, fig. 71e;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 442.
97. Perati-Tomb 112.838-Phase II; Dark; Linear decoration; bivalve flower on shoulder;
H=12; Iakovides 1970, PI. 121a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 443.
98. Perati-Tomb 96.739-Phase II; Linear decoration; bivalve flower on shoulder; H=10.9;
Iakovides 1970, PI. 62e; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 444.
99. Perati-Tomb 30a.368- Phase III; Linear decoration; bivalve flower with stacked triangles
on shoulder; bivalve chain and zigzag on body; H=21.2; Iakovides 1970, PI. 88d;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 445. Fig. 66
100-Perati- Tomb 157.1249-Phase II; Linear decoration; rosette wheel on shoulder; H=10.4;
Iakovides 1970, PI. 9a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 446. Fig. 67
101.Perati-Tomb 30.356-Phase II; Dark; Linear decoration; almonds and semicircles on
shoulder; H=22.7; Iakovides 1970, PI. 90a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 447. Fig. 68
102.Steiria-Perati; Linear decoration; dotted semicircles on shoulder; spiral banding on body;
H=8.1; MPA PI. 3.4; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 448
103.Perati- Tomb 88.693-Phase II; Dark; Linear decoration; apse with chevrons on shoulder;
H=11.1; Iakovides 1970, PI. 44a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 449.
104.Perati-Tomb 65.566-Phase I,II,III; Linear decoration; joining semicircle and semi circles
on shoulder; framed zigzag on upper body; H=12.8; Iakovides 1970, PI. 21b; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 450.
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105.Perati- Tomb 146.1090-Phase II; Linear decoration; cross hatched triangles on shoulder;
running spiral on upper body; H=23.3; Iakovides 1970, Pl. 43a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 451.
106.Keratea- Linear decoration; half rosette and semicircle on shoulder; H=12; CVA
Deutschland 7 Karlsuhe 1 pl. 1; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 452.
107.Perati- Tomb 30.357-Phase II; Dark; Linear decoration; bivalve flowers forming
pentagon and semicircles on shoulder; framed zigzag on upper body; H=20; Iakovides
1970, Pl. 90a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 453. Fig. 69.
Euboea-
108.Xeropolis-Lefkandi Popham 1971, pl. 56.1 Fig. 70.
Paros-
109.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; flower on shoulder; circumcurrent wavy lines on body;
Koehl 1984, fig. 6.3; Mountjoy 1999, 934. Fig. 71
110.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; horizontal foliate band on shoulder; Koehl 1984, fig.
6.2. Fig. 72
111.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; bivalve chain, chevron, flower on shoulder; Koehl
1984, fig. 6.1; Mountjoy 1999, 934.
Naxos-
112.Aplomata- Tomb B; Tongue and semicircle on shoulder; single octopus with fill of
dolphins and triangles on body; Octopus style; H=25; Kardara 1977, Pls.8-9; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 41.Fig. 73
113.Aplomata- Tomb A; Linear decoration; dotted semicircles and elaborate triangles on
shoulder; joining semicircle on upper body; H=25.6; Kardara 1977, Pis. 30-31; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 42. Fig. 74
114.Kamini- Tomb A; semicircles on shoulder; starfish with ray pattern on body;
Zapheiropoulos 1960, Pl. 274b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 43. Fig. 75
115.Aplomata- Tomb B; Dark; Linear decoration; flowers, semicircles and triangles on
shoulder; panels with tongues, triangular patch, almond and semicircles on body; H=31.3;
Kardara 1977, Pl. 24; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 44. Fig. 76
116-Aplomata- Tomb A; Linear decoration; bivalve flower with foliate band on shoulder;
H=11.5; Kardara 1977, fig. 17.5; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 45.
117.Kamini; Dark; Linear decoration; semicircles on shoulder; zigzag on upper body;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 46. Fig. 77
118.Kamini; Linear decoration; horns on shoulder; horns and double stemmed spiral on body;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 47. Fig. 78
119.Kamini; Dark; Semicircles on shoulder and body; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 48.
120.Kamini; Dark; Linear decoration; semicircles on shoulder; half rosette panelling on body;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 49.
121.Kamini; Linear decoration; running spiral on shoulder and belly; Mountjoy 1999, fig.
50.Fig. 79
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122.Aplomata- Tomb A; Linear decoration; H=13.6; Kardara 1977, pi. 37a; Mountjoy 1999,
fig. 51. Fig. 80
Rhodes-
123.Ialysos- Tomb 87.2; Pictorial style; Linear decoration; isolated semicircles, horns, birds
and fish on shoulder; H=17.8; Benzi 1992, PL 11 la-b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 192. Fig. 81
124.Ialysos- Tomb 87.6; Dark; Linear decoration; elaborate triangles on shoulder; retorted
spirals on body; Reserved; H=16.2; Benzi 1992, PL 111 d-e; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 191.
Fig. 82
125.Ialysos- Tomb 17.11; Linear decoration; flower with triangular patch and semicircles on
shoulder; H=15.7; Benzi 1992, PL 23e-f; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 193.
126.Ialysos- OT.IO; horns on shoulder; octopus with fill ofbird on belly; Octopus style;
H=22.3; Jones and Mee 1978,463 Sample 53; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 189. Fig. 83
127.Ialysos- Tomb 17.1; horns on shoulder; octopus on belly; Octopus style; H=29.4; Benzi
1992, pi. 21a-b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 190. Fig. 84
128.Vati; Linear decoration; flower on shoulder; semicircles on body; H=15.3; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 194.
129.Ialysos-OT.13; Linear decoration; flower on shoulder; semicircles on body; H=9.1;
Forsdyke 1925 fig. 227; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 195. Fig. 85
130.1alysos- Tomb 83.6b; Linear decoration; flower on shoulder; semicircles on body;
H=11.5; Benzi 1992, Pl. 107g; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 196.
131.Ialysos- Tomb 83.6a; Linear decoration; flower on shoulder; semicircles on body;
H=11.5; Benzi 1992, pi. 107h; Jones and Mee 1978,463 Sample 33; Mountjoy 1999, fig.
197. Fig. 86
132.Ialysos- Tomb 17i; Linear decoration; flower, papyrus and stacked triangles on shoulder;
semicircles on body; H=12.9; Benzi 1992, pi. 24h; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 198.
133.Ialysos- Tomb 9.4; Linear decoration; flower on shoulder; semicircles on body; H=10.6;
Benzi 1992, pi. 9d-e; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 199. Fig. 87
134.Ialysos- Tomb 83.6d; Linear decoration; multiple stem and stacked triangles on shoulder;
semicircles on body; H=11.3; Benzi 1992, pi. 1071; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 200.
135.Ialysos- Tomb 38.9; Linear decoration; horns with lozenge fill on shoulder; H=10.9;
Benzi 1992, pi. 69e, h; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 201. Fig. 88
136.Ialysos- Tomb 52.1; Linear decoration; semicircles on shoulder and body; H=14.5; Benzi
1992, pi. 81c; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 202.
137.Ialysos- Tomb 70.4b; Linear decoration; antithetic flower and semicircles on shoulder;
H=12.5; Benzi 1992, pi. 99f-g; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 203.
138.Ialysos- Tomb 83.6c; Linear decoration; dotted semicircles on shoulder; H=11; Benzi
1992, pi. 107i; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 204.
139.Ialysos- Tomb 89.1; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral on shoulder; H=12.1; Benzi 1992,
pi. 114h, i; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 205. Fig. 89
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140.1alysos; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral on shoulder; H=9.7; BMC 1.1 pi. 13;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 206.
141.Ialysos- Tomb 83.4; Linear decoration; lozenge with stemmed spiral on shoulder; panel
with horizontal chevrons on upper body; H=18; Benzi 1992, pi. 107d-h; Mountjoy 1999,
fig. 207.
142.Ialysos- OT.14; Linear decoration; panel with stemmed spirals, semicircles and horns on
shoulder; stemmed spiral and stacked triangle on upper body; H=26.4; Forsdyke 1925 fig.
229; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 208. Fig. 90
143.Ialysos- Tomb 15.6; Dark; Linear decoration; cross hatched triangle flanking tree and
semicircls on shoulder; diagonal pattern on body; H=20.5; Benzi 1992, PI. 16d; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 216. Fig. 91
144.Ialysos- Tomb 15.5; Dark; Linear decoration; half-moon stemmed spiral flanking tree and
semicircles on shoulder; net pattern on body; H=19.5; Benzi 1992, PI. 16c; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 217. Fig. 92
145.Rhodes; Linear decoration; arcs and dotting on shoulder; H=11.1; Copenhagen 2 pi.
60.12; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 218.
146.Pilona- Tomb 4b; Linear decoration; hatched triangle on shoulder; H=12.3; Benzi 1992,
pi. 145e-f; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 209.
147.Ialysos- Tomb 12.3; Linear decoration; bivalve with semicircle fill on shoulder;
semicircles on body; H=13.9; Benzi 1992, pi. 12f, h; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 210. Fig. 93
148.Ialysos- Tomb 21.2; Linear decoration; hatched triangle on shoulder; H=11.9; Benzi
1992, pi. 36e-g; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 211. Fig. 94
149.Pilona- Tomb 4c; Linear decoration; stacked triangle in shoulder; H=11.7; Benzi 1992, pi.
145g-h; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 212.
150.1alysos- Tomb 68.1; Linear decoration; stacked triangle on shoulder; H=T 0.5; Benzi
1992, pi. 98a-b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 214.
151.Ialysos- OT.12; Linear decoration; stacked triangle on shoulder; semicircles on body;
H=20.5; Forsdyke 1925 fig. 228; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 213. Fig. 95
152.Ialysos- Tomb 12.4; Dark; Linear decoration; stacked triangle and semicircles on
shoulder; H=19; Benzi 1992, pi. 13a, b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 215.
153.1alysos- Tomb 80d; octopus with fill of bird, fish, scorpion and crab; Octopus style; Benzi
1992, pi. 106f; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 267. Fig. 96
154.Ialysos- Tomb 42.1; Linear decoration; elaborate semicircles on shoulder; panels with
elaborate circles and semicircles on body; H=20.1; Benzi 1992, pi. 73a-b; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 268. Fig. 97
155.Phanes; Linear decoration; elaborate triangle on shoulder; quirk and semicircles on upper
body; H=23.7; Copenhagen 2 pi. 61.2; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 269. Fig. 98
156.Tzitzi; Linear decoration; triangular patch on shoulder; zigzag and semicircles on body;
H=16; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 270. Fig. 99
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157.Kalavarda- Tomb 48.3; Dark; Linear decoration; triangular patch on shoulder; lozenge,
zigzag and semicircle on body; H=17.2; Jacopi 1932-33, 146 figs. 171-172; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 271.Fig. 100
158.Kalavarda- Tomb 47.5; Dark; Linear decoration; elaborate triangle and joining
semicircles on shoulder; semicircles on body; reserved; H=18; Jacopi 1932-33, 139 fig.
160; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 272
159.Ialysos- Tomb 87.8c; Linear decoration; apse on shoulder; Frgm.; Benzi 1992, pi. 112e;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 273.
160.Kalavarda- Tomb 50.2; Linear decoration; semicircles on shoulder; H=9.4; Jacopi 1932-
33, 149 fig. 178; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 274.
161.1alysos- Tomb 87.5; Linear decoration; streamers and birds on shoulder; panel with
chequer, vertical zigzag and fish on body; Pictorial style H= 13.8; Benzi 1992, pi. 11 lf-i;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 275. Fig. 101
162.Ialysos- Tomb 87.8a; Linear decoration; elaborate triangle on shoulder; panel on body;
H=13; Benzi 1992, pi. 112a-b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 276.
163.Ialysos- Tomb 88.1a; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral; stacked triangles and chevrons
on body; H=15.4; Benzi 1992, pi. 114a-b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 277.
Kos-
164.Langada- Tomb 39.6; elaborate circle and quatrefoil on shoulder; octopus with fill of
chevrons, semicircles, fish on body; Octopus style; H=22; Morricone 1965/1966, 188-
192, fig. 196; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 141. Fig. 102
165.Langada- Tomb 45.9; Linear decoration; dotted semicircles and fish on shoulder; double
stemmed running spiral on body; Pictorial; H=19.2; Morricone 1965/1966,211, fig. 221;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 143. Fig. 103
166.Langada- Tomb 39.7; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral with bar and half rosette fill on
shoulder; running spiral on body; H=13.1; Morricone 1965/1966,184 fig. 194, 194 Fig
198; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 144. Fig. 104
167.Langada- Tomb 39.8; Linear decoration; double stemmed spiral on shoulder; vertical
wavy lines on upper body ; H=12.3; Morricone 1965/1966, 184, fig. 194, 194, fig. 199;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 145
168.Langada- Tomb 6.6; Linear decoration; double stemmed spiral with bar and semicircle
fill and dotted semicircles on shoulder; panel with horizontal chevrons on body; H=11.5;
Morricone 1965/1966, 95-96 figs. 74-75; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 146.
169.Langada- Erratico; Linear decoration; streamers flanked by horns, dotted semicircles and
birds on shoulder; chequer panel with fish on body; Pictorial style; .Morricone
1965/1966, 290-91, fig. 335; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 147. Fig. 105
170.Langada- Tomb 32.2; Pictorial style; Linear decoration; semicircles, bird and bivalve on
shoulder; horizontal chevrons on body; H=12.8; Morricone 1965/1966, 161 Figs. 162-3;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 149. Fig. 106
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171.Langada- Erratico; Linear decoration; goat on shoulder; semicircles on body; Pictorial
style; Morricone 1965/1966, 118, fig. 100, 293, fig. 339; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 150. Fig.
107
172.Langada- Tomb 44.7; Linear decoration; dotted semicircles on shoulder; chequer, bird
and fish on body; Pictorial style; H=13.1; Morricone 1965/1966, 206, fig. 217; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 148. Fig. 108
173.Langada- Tomb 34.5; Dark; Linear decoration; tree with double stemmed dot filled circle
on shoulder; H=14; Morricone 1965/1966, 167 fig. 171; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 151
174.Langada- Tomb 18.3; Linear decoration; fringed and filled bivalve on shoulder; diagonal
pattern on body; H=10.6; Morricone 1965/1966, 130-31, Figs. 113-114; Mountjoy 1999,
fig. 152. Fig. 109
175.Langada- Tomb 45.11; Linear decoration; barred almonds with dotted semicircles on
shoulder; framed zigzag on upper body; H=11.5; Morricone 1965/1966, 211 fig.221,212
fig. 223; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 153
176.Langada- Tomb 47.1; Linear decoration; derivative, dot fringed almonds with dot fringed
trefoil and dot filled triangular patch on shoulder; zigzag, horizontal chevrons, panel and
foliate band on upper body; H=16.8; Morricone 1965/1966,221-222 figs. 235-236;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 154. Fig. 110
177.Langada- Tomb 18.4; Linear decoration; dot fringed semicircles on shoulder; zigzag on
body; H=10.4; Morricone 1965/1966, 130, Figs. 113 and 115; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 155
178.Langada- Tomb 44.6; Linear decoration; dot fringed semicircles with vertical wavy line
on shoulder; H=14; Morricone 1965/1966,203, fig. 214, 206, fig. 216; Mountjoy 1999,
fig. 156
179.Langada- Tomb 50.5; Linear decoration; vertical wavy lines on shoulder; H=11.6;
Morricone 1965/1966, 225, Fig 242, 227, fig. 246; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 157. Fig. Ill
180.Langada- Tomb 10.24; Linear decoration; foliate band on shoulder; hatched triangle
flanked by stemmed spiral on body; H=13.2; Morricone 1965/1966, 104, fig. 85, 110, fig.
89; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 158
181.Eleona- Tomb 11.3; Dark; Linear decoration; triangular patch with fringed isolated spiral
on shoulder; H=12; Morricone 1965/1966, 50 fig. 21; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 159. Fig. 112
Kalymnos-
182.Kalymnos; Linear decoration; octopus with bird, semicircles, U pattern and rosettes;
Octopus and Pictorial style; H=21.5; OpAth 22 (1997); Mountjoy 1999, fig. 18. Fig. 113
183.Pothia; octopus with goat, bird, hedgehog, crab, scorpion, semicircles, and circles with
cross as fillers; Octopus and Pictorial style; H=25.8; Karagheorghis and Vermeule 1982,
XII.23; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 19. Fig. 114
184.Pothia; Linear decoration; triangular patch on shoulder; panel with chequer and horns on
body; H=15.9; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 20.
185.Kalymnos; Linear decoration; fringed semicircles on shoulder; H=12.3; Langlotz 1932,
pi. 2.30; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 21. Fig. 115
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186.Pothia; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral on shoulder; quirk on body; H=12; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 22. Fig. 116
187.Pothia; Linear decoration; elaborate triangle with chevrons on shoulder; H=10.4;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 23.




189.Asine- Tomb 1.4; Dark; Octopus with concentric arcs fill; Octopus style; Mountjoy 1999,
fig. 324. Fig. 118
190.Mycenae- Citadel House; Mono with reserved; concentric arcs between handles; H=7.8;
AD 16b (1960) pi. 69b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 325. Fig. 119
191.Asine-Tomb 1.28; Dark; Mono with reserved; zigzag on shoulder; concentric arcs
between handles; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 326
192.Asine- Tomb 6.16; Linear decoration; foliate band between handles; H= 9.9-10; Frodin
and Persson 1938,405; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 327. Fig. 120
193.Asine- Tomb 7.21; Dark; Mono with reserved; H=21.3; Frodin and Persson 1938, fig.
270.3; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 328.
194.Tiryns- Dark; monochrome with reserved neck; zigzag; Podzuweit 1979, 431 fig. 6.
195.Tiryns- Dark; monochrome with reserved neck; Podzuweit 1979,431 fig. 7. Fig. 121
196.Tiryns- Dark; monochrome with reserved band; zigzag; Podzuweit 1979, 431 fig. 8. Fig.
122
197.Argos- Tripolis St.; Linear decoration; scroll between handles; Piteros 2001, 108 fig. 15.
Fig. 123
198.Argos- Tripolis St.; Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; Piteros 2001, 108 fig.
16. Fig. 124
Attica-
199.Perati- Tomb 136.995-Phase II; Linear decoration; joining circles between handles;
H=12.6; Iakovides 1970, pi. 70P; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 394.
200.Perati- Tomb 119.854-Phase II; Linear decoration; semicircles between handles; H=7.6-9;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 123y; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 395. Fig. 125
201.Perati- Tomb 157.1248-Phase I, II; Dark; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral with chevron
fill; H=9; Iakovides 1970, pi. 9a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 396. Fig. 126
202.Steiria-Perati; Linear decoration; loose net pattern between handles; H=8.9; MPA pi.
12.12; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 397 Fig. 127
203.Perati- Tomb 148.1123-Phase II; Linear decoration; chevrons between handles; H= 7.9-8;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 39P; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 398. Fig. 128
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204.Perati- Tomb 121.858-Phase II; Dark; Mono reserved; zigzag between handles; H=9.8-9;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 123P; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 399. Fig. 129
205.Perati-Tomb 57.497-Phase II; Dark; Mono reserved; H=6.1; Iakovides 1970, pi. 565;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 402. Fig. 130
206.Perati- Tomb 43.461-Phase II; Linear decoration; lozenge and bivalve flower between
handles; H=17.9-18.2; Iakovides 1970, pi. 112P; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 400.
207.Perati- Tomb 145.1076-Phase II,III; Linear decoration; panelling with antithetic spiral
between handles; H=21.5; Iakovides 1970, pi. 41a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 401.Fig. 131
208.Perati- Tomb 30a.375-Phase II/III; Dark; Mono reserved; H= 19.49-9; Iakovides 1970, pi.
885; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 403. Fig. 132
209.Perati- Tomb 154.1199-Phase I,II; Linear decoration; foliate band between handles;
H=15.2-5; Iakovides 1970, pi. 13P; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 404.
Euboea-
210.Lefkandi-Xeropolis-Phase lb; Linear decoration; Popham 1971, 335 fig. 1.6; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 65. Fig. 133
211.Lefkandi-Xeropolis-Phase 2a; Linear decoration; panelling with streamers and semi circle
fill; Popham 1971, 343 fig. 6.2; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 78. Fig. 134
Naxos-
212.Kamini; Dark; Mono reserved; stacked zigzag between handles; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 8.
Fig. 135
213.Kamini; Dark; Mono reserved; semicircles between handles; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 9. Fig.
136
214.Aplomata- Tomb A; Dark; Mono reserved, linear; wavy line between handles; H=24;
Kardara 1977, pi. 46P; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 4. Fig. 137
215.Aplomata- Tomb A; Dark; Mono reserved; linear decoration; H=17.7-9; Kardara 1977,
pi. 46a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 5. Fig. 138
216.Kamini; Dark; Mono reserved; linear decoration; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 6.
217.Kamini; Dark; Mono; joining semicircles on shoulder; semicircles between handles;
Zapheiropoulos 1960, pi. 275y right; Mountjoy 1999, fig.7. Fig. 139
218.Kamini; Dark; Mono reserved; stacked zigzag between handles; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 10.
219.Kamini; Dark; Mono reserved; linear decoration; panelling with fish between handles;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 11. Fig. 140
220.Kamini; Linear decoration; semi circles with streamers on shoulder; double wavy line
between handles; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 12.
221.Kamini; Dark; Mono reserved; linear decoration; wavy line between handles; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 16. Fig. 141
222.Aplomata-Tomb B; Dark; Mono reserved; linear decoration; horns on shoulder and
between handles; H=16-16.6; Kardara 1977, pi. 35; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 14. Fig. 142
223.Kamini; Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 13.
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224.Kamini; Dark; Mono reserved; linear decoration; double wavy line between handles;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 15. Fig. 143
Rhodes-
225.Ialysos-Tomb 67.2; Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; H=19.3; Benzi 1992,
pi. 97g; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 134.
226.Ialysos- Tomb 87.11; Linear decoration; double papyrus with vertical foliate band;
H=17.8-18.3; Benzi 1992, pi. 113a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 135.
227.1alysos- Tomb 73.7; triangular patch between handles; H=9.8; Benzi 1992, pi. 104c;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 136. Fig. 144
228.Ialysos- Tomb 70.9; Dark; Mono reserved; semicircles between handles; stacked triangle
under handles; H= 8.9; Benzi 1992, pi. 100b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 137. Fig. 145
229.Ialysos- Tomb 32.33; Dark; Mono reserved; linear decoration; quirk between handles; H=
11.5; Benzi 1992, pi. 60g; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 138. Fig. 146
230.1alysos- Tomb OT.13; Linear decoration; quirk between handles; H=9.2; BMC 1.1 fig.
241; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 139.
231.Ialysos- Tomb OT.A; Dark; Mono reserved; wavy line between handles; H=8.3-4;
Forsdyke 1925 fig. 243; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 140. Fig. 147
232.IaIysos- Tomb OT.12; Linear decoration; net pattern between handles;H= 6.2-5; Forsdyke
1925 pi. 10; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 141.
233.Ialysos- Tomb OT.13; Linear decoration; chevron between handles; H=8; Forsdyke 1925,
fig. 242; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 142.
234.Ialysos- Tomb 61.6; Linear decoration; zigzag between handles; H= 9-9.1; Benzi 1992,
pi. 94d; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 143. Fig. 148
235.Ialysos- Tomb 17.37; Linear decoration; stacked triangles between handles; H=12.9;
Benzi 1992, pi. 26i; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 144.
236.Apollakia; Linear decoration; tricurved arch with triangle and semicircle fill; H=15.1-3;
Copenhagen 1 pi. 43.10; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 145. Fig. 149
237.Ialysos- Tomb 17.27; Linear decoration; foliate band between handles; H=10-10.2; Benzi
1992, pi. 26g; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 146.
238.Rhodes; Linear decoration; panelling between handles; H=9.2-4; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 147
239.Ialysos- Tomb 89.2; Linear decoration; panelling with semicircles between handles;
H=ll; Benzi 1992, pi. 1141; Mountjoy 1999, fig 148.
240.1alysos- Tomb 32.32; Dark; Mono reserved; linear decoration; panelled with half rosette
between handles; H= 11.7-8; Benzi 1992, pi. 60f; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 149. Fig. 150
241.Ialysos- Tomb 17.34; Linear decoration; panelled with stacked triangle between handles;
H=12.1-3; Benzi 1992, pi. 26f; Jones and Mee 1978, 463 Sample 4; Mountjoy 1999, fig.
150.
242.Ialysos- Tomb 61.5; Linear decoration; panelled with antithetic spiral between handles;
H= 11.2; Benzi 1992, pi. 95a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 151. Fig. 151
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243.Ialysos- Tomb 85.2; Linear decoration; horns with half moon stemmed spiral and droplet
foliate band fill between handles; H=16.9; Benzi 1992, pi. 109d; Jones and Mee 1978,
463 Sample 36; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 152. Fig. 152
244.Ialysos- Tomb 84.10; Linear decoration; horns with lozenge between handles; H= 14.8-9;
Benzi 1992, pi. 108d; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 153. Fig. 153
245.Ialysos- Tomb 88.6; Linear decoration; panelled with semicircles between handles; H=
13.6; Benzi 1992, pi. 114c; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 155. Fig. 154
246.Ialysos- Tomb 61.1; Linear decoration; horns with lozenge between handles; H= 18.7;
Benzi 1992, pi. 94a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 154.
247.Ialysos- Tomb 35.7; Linear decoration; net pattern between handles; H=T4.3; Benzi 1992,
pi. 64m; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 157.
248.Ialysos- Tomb OT.13; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral between handles; H=8.9;
Forsdyke 1925, pi. 14; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 156.
249.Ialysos- Tomb 62.9; Linear decoration; scale pattern between handles; H= 8.5; Benzi
1992, pi. 96d; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 158. Fig. 155
250.1alysos- Tomb 70.10; Linear decoration; lozenge between handles; H=8.4; Benzi 1992,
pi. 100c; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 159.
251.Ialysos- Tomb 17.16; Linear decoration; panelled with semicircles; H= 18.25; Benzi
1992, pi. 25g; Jones and Mee 1978,463 Sample 32; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 160.
252.Rhodes; Dark; Mono reserved; linear decoration; panelled; H=24.8; Copenhagen 1 pi.
43.3; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 161. Fig. 156
253.Ialysos- Tomb 42.2; Linear decoration; wavy line on shoulder and between handles;
H=16.2-5; Benzi 1992, pi. 73e; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 256. Fig. 157
254.Ialysos- Tomb 87.15d; Linear decoration; wavy line on shoulder and between handles;
H=10.4; Benzi 1992, pi. 113f; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 257.
255.Ialysos- Tomb 87d; Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; H=8.5; Benzi 1992,
pi. 113p; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 258. Fig. 158
256.Ialysos; Linear decoration; necklace between handles; H=9.7; Forsdyke 1925, pi. 14;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 259.
257.Ialysos- Tomb 42.3; Linear decoration; panelling between handles; H=8.8-9; Benzi 1992,
pi. 73c; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 260.
258.Pilona; Tomb 3; Linear decoration; running spiral between handles; H=16; Karantzali
2001, 62-63 fig. 41.16779. Fig. 159
259.Pilona; Tomb 4; Linear decoration; net pattern between handles; H=8.2; Karantzali 2001,
62-63 fig. 41.16786. Fig. 160
Kos-
260.Langada Erattico; Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; H=14.1-3; Morricone
1965/1966, fig. 312; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 121. Fig. 161
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261.Langada; Dark; Mono reserved; H=10.4; Morricone 1965/1966, fig. 220; Mountjoy 1999,
fig. 122. Fig. 162
Ring Vase-
Attica-
262.Perati- Tomb 302.366- Phase II and III; Linear decoration; semi circles on shoulder;
chevrons and barring on handle; H=6.6; Iakovides 1970, pi. 88d; Mountjoy 1999, fig.
455.
Rhodes-
263.Vati; chevron on shoulder; H=8.2; Copenhagen 1 pi. 46.9; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 221. Fig.
163
Kos-
264.Langada- Tomb 39.5; Monochrome; H=5.4; Morricone 1965/1966, 50 fig. 21; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 160. Fig. 164
Jug
Argolid-
265.Asine- Tomb 5.10; Linear decoration; spiral deritave on shoulder; hooks/tails at base of
handle; H=26.3-5; Frodin and Persson 1938, fig. 260.4; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 333. Fig.
165
266.Asine- Tomb 2.11; Linear decoration; wavy line on handle; H=29.2; Frodin and Persson
1938, fig. 249.4; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 332. Fig. 166
267.Tiryns- Linear decoration; tassel on shoulder; Podzuweit 1979, 428 fig. 44.2.
268.Tiryns- Linear decoration; scroll on shoulder; Podzuweit 1979, 428 fig. 44.6. Fig. 167
269.Argos- Tripolis St.; Linear decoration; tassel on shoulder; Piteros2001, 111 fig. 28. Fig.
168
Attica-
270.Spata; Linear decoration; tassel on shoulder; scroll on handle; H=22.4-9; Benzi 1975, no.
167; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 414. Fig. 169
271.Perati- Tomb 74.611-Phase II, III; Linear decoration; necklace on shoulder; H=20.4-6;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 26a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 416. Fig. 170
272.Perati- Tomb 87.691-Phase II; Linear decoration; tassel on shoulder; H=26.6; Iakovides
1970, pi. 44d; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 415.
273.Athens- Fountain House; antithetic spiral with hour glass fill on shoulder; Broneer 1939,
397, fig. 78e; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 417.
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274.Perati- Tomb 145.1078-Phase II, III; Linear decoration; H=20.2-5; Iakovides 1970, pi.
42a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 418.
275.Perati- Tomb 43.464-Phase II; Linear decoration; antithetic hooks at base of handle; H=
27.2-7; Iakovides 1970, pi. 112a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 419. Fig. 171
276.Perati- Tomb 131.935- Phase II; Linear decoration; wavy line on shoulder; antithetic
hooks at base of handle; H=16.1-4; Iakovides 1970, pi. 134d; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 420.
Fig. 172
277.Perati- Tomb 223a.541; Linear decoration; necklace on shoulder; H=9.5-8; Iakovides
1970, pi. 109a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 421.
278.Perati- Tomb 119.856-Phase II; Linear decoration; necklace on shoulder; H=6-6.2;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 123y; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 422.
279.Perati- Tomb 30.360-Phase II; Linear decoration; panel with bivalve flower on shoulder;
H=7.6; Iakovides 1970, pi. 90a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 423. Fig. 173
Euboea-
280.Lefkandi-Xeropolis-Phase lb; Linear decoration; tassel on shoulder and belly; wavy line
down handle; Popham 1971, 335, fig. 1.7; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 67. Fig. 174
Naxos-
281.Kamini; Linear decoration; necklace on shoulder; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 29. Fig. 175
282.Aplomata- Tomb B; Linear decoration; necklace and spiral on shoulder; wavy line down
handle; H=37.3-8; Kardara 1977, pi. 54; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 27. Fig. 176
283.Kamini; Linear decoration; stemless spiral on shoulder; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 28. Fig. 177
Rhodes-
284.Ialysos- Tomb 17.19; Linear decoration; wavy line down handle H=25.6-26.2; Benzi
1992, pi. 25a; Jones and Mee 1978,463 Samples 6; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 174.
285.Ialysos- Tomb 32.7; Linear decoration; tail/hook at base of handle; H=26.1; Benzi 1992,
pi. 57e; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 175. Fig. 178
286.Ialysos- Tomb 85.4a; Linear decoration; stacked triangle on shoulder; H=9.3-5; Benzi
1992, pi. 109f; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 176. Fig. 179
287.Ialysos- Tomb 13.3; Linear decoration; H=8.5; Benzi 1992, pi. 14g; Mountjoy 1999, fig.
177.
288.Pilona- Tomb 4; Linear decoration; tassel on shoulder; H=18.3; Karantzali 2001, 58 fig.
40.16774. Fig. 180
289.Pilona- Tombs 4; Linear decoration; H=8.7; Karantzali 2001, 58 fig. 40.16793. Fig. 181
Kos-
290.Langada- Tomb 44.3; Linear decoration; tail/hook at base ofhandle; H=16.6-7;
Morricone 1965/1966, 203 fig. 214; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 128. Fig. 182
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291.Eleona- Tomb 12.3; Linear decoration; necklace on shoulder; H=7.8; Morricone
1965/1966, 51 fig. 22; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 129. Fig. 183
Narrow-Necked Jug
Attica-
292.Perati- Tomb 137.1012; Linear decoration; necklace on shoulder; H=21.7-8; Iakovides
1970, pi. 68y; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 424. Fig. 184
Rliodes-
293.Ialysos- Tomb 32.19-Phase I, II; Linear decoration; semicircles on shoulder; H=20.8;
Benzi 1992, pi. 59a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 178. Fig. 185
Kos-
294.Langada- Tomb 44.4; Linear decoration;semicircles and chevrons on shoulder; H=18.5-6;
Morricone 1965/1966, 203 fig. 214; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 130. Fig. 186
295.Langada- Tomb 8.1; Linear decoration; wavy line on shoulder; H=21.1; Morricone
1965/1966, 97 fig. 77; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 131. Fig. 187
296.Langada- Tomb 20.1; Linear decoration; tassel on shoulder; H=21; Morricone 1965/1966,
135 fig. 12o; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 132. Fig. 188
Jug with Cutaway Neck
Rhodes-
297.Vati; Linear decoration; Rhodian horns on shoulder; H=26.4-6; Copenhagen 1 pi. 44.2;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 180. Fig. 189
Strainer Jug-
Attica-
298.Perati- Tomb 21.280-Phase I, II, III; Linear decoration; panel with spiral and zigzag on
shoulder; snake flanking spout; H=22.2-23; Iakovides 1970, pi. 102y; Mountjoy 1999, fig.
437. Fig. 190
Naxos-
299.Kamini; Linear decoration; dotted semicircles on shoulder; fish flanking spout; Pictorial;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 37. Fig. 191
300.Kamini; Dark; Monochrome with reserved zonal area; snake on shoulder flanking spout;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 38. Fig. 192
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Rhodes-
301.1alysos; Linear decoration; chevrons flanking spout; antithetic hooks at base of handle;
H=13.9-14; Forsdyke 1925, pi. 13; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 182. Fig. 193
302.1alysos- Tomb 17.46; Linear decoration; Rhodian horns, half moon, stemmed spirals,
lozenge with droplet foliate band on shoulder flaking spout; H=17.6-8; Benzi 1992, pi.
29c-d; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 183. Fig. 194
303.1alysos- Tomb 83.1; Linear decoration; panelling with bird on shoulder flanking spout;
Pictorial; H=20.8-21; Benzi 1992, pi. 107a-b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 184. Fig. 195
304.1alysos- Tomb 17.49; Linear decoration; stacked triangle, semicircle and snake on
shoulder flanking spout; H=17.8-18.2; Benzi 1992, pi. 29g-h; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 186.
Fig. 196
305.1alysos- Tomb 17.43; Linear decoration; antithetic foliate band on shoulder flanking
spout; tail/hook at base ofhandle; H=19-19.1; Benzi 1992, pi. 28e; Mountjoy 1999, fig.
185.
306.1alysos- Tomb 20.5; Linear decoration; panelled pattern with stacked triangle, joining
circle and flower on shoulder flanking spout; H=20.5; Benzi 1992, pi. 35c; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 187. Fig. 197
307.Pilona- Tombs 4; Linear decoration; antithetic spiral, panel with cross hatched lozenge,
chevrons, half rosettes and half moon stemmed spirals; long tails at base of handle; H=
21; Karantzali 2001, 58 fig. 40.16773. Fig. 198
308.Pilona- Tomb 4; Linear decoration; panelled with elaborate triangles; H=20.5; Karantzali
2001, 58 fig. 40. 18647. Fig. 199
Kos-
309.Langada- Tomb 52.5; Linear decoration; dots and snake on shoulder flanking spout;
H=17.8-18.2; Morricone 1965/1966,237 fig. 259; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 136. Fig. 200
310.Langada- Tomb 39.2;; Linear decoration; spiral, fish and snake on shoulder flanking




311.Mycenae- Citadel House; Linear decoration; spiral on shoulder; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 338.
Fig. 202
312.Tiryns- Dark; monochrome; Podzuweit 1983, 373 fig. 4.1.
313.Tiryns- Dark monochrome; Podzuweit 1983, 393 fig. 13.12.Fig. 203
Attica-
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314.Perati- Tomb 46.531-Phase I, II, III; Linear decoration; necklace on shoulder; H=11.5;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 78e; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 436. Fig. 204
Naxos-
315.Kamini; Linear decoration; wavy line on shoulder; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 34. Fig. 205
316.Kamini; Linear decoration; wavy line on shoulder; antithetic hooks at base of handle;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 33. Fig. 206
317.Aplomata- Tomb A; Dark; Linear decoration; necklace on shoulder; H=T8.1; Kardara
1977, pi. 52a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 36. Fig. 207
318.Aplomata- Tomb B; Linear decoration; panelled with antithetic loop, stacked triangles
and semicircles with solid centres on shoulder; H=17.7; Kardara 1977, pi. 38; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 35. Fig. 208
Rhodes-
319.Ialysos; Linear decoration; zigzag and triangle on shoulder; H=9.9; Forsdyke 1925, pi.
13; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 181. Fig. 209
320.Kalavarda- Tomb 46.6; Dark; Linear decoration with mono and reserved areas; H=21.3;
Jacopi 1932-33, 138 fig. 158; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 265. Fig. 210
Kos-
321.Eleona- Tomb 12.2; Linear decoration; elaborate triangles with fill of fish and almond on




322.Perati- Tomb 108.780-Phase II, III; Linear decoration; bivalve on shoulder; H=9.8-9;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 115a; Mountjoy 1999, fig 425. Fig. 212
323.Perati- Tomb 142.1033-Phase II; Linear decoration; joining semicircles on shoulder;
H=10.1; Iakovides 1970, pi. 64a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 426. Fig. 213
324.Perati- Tomb 5a.42-Phase II, III; Linear decoration; elaborate triangles on shoulder; H=7;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 52y; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 427. Fig. 214
Naxos-
325.Aplomata- Tomb A; Dark; Monochrome with reserved area; H=7; Kardara 1977, pi. 52b;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 30. Fig. 215
Rhodes-




327.Eleona- Tomb 15.5; Linear decoration; semicircles on shoulder; H=7.5; Morricone
1965/1966, 58 fig. 30; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 133.
328.Langada- Tomb 60.3; Linear decoration; running spiral with bar fill on shoulder; H=9.4;
Morricone 1965/1966,260 fig. 291; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 134. Fig. 217
Alabastron
Argolid-
329.Tiryns- Prophites Elias; Linear decoration; wavy line on shoulder; H= 9.8; Siedentopf et
al. 1973, pi. 17.41; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 331.
Attica-
330.Perati- Tomb 108.787-Phase II, III; Dark; Linear decoration; panelling with half rosette
on shoulder; H=13.8-14; Iakovides 1970, pi. 115a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 410. Fig. 218
331.Perati- Tomb 88.696-Phase II; Linear decoration; joining semicircles on shoulder; H=9.1;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 44a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 411. Fig. 219
332.Athens- Fountain House; Frgm; semi circles on shoulder and sides; Broneer 1939, 386
fig. 67a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 412.
333.Perati- Tomb 108.783-Phase II, III; Linear decoration; chevrons on shoulder; panellong
with bivalve flowers, semicircles and zigzag on side; H= 10.8-11.3; Iakovides 1970, pi.
115b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 413. Fig. 220
Euboea-
334.Lefkandi- Xeropolis- Phase 2a; Dark; horns on shoulder; stag and griffins on side;
Pictorial Style; White paint; Popham 1971, pi. 54.2; Karagheorghis and Vermeule 1982,
XI.9.1; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 79. Fig. 221
Melos-
335.Phylakopi; necklace on shoulder; zigzag on side; Mountjoy 1999, fig 190. Fig. 222
Paros-
336.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; netting on shoulder; Koehl 1984, fig. 5.8.Fig. 223
337.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; netting on shoulder; Koehl 1984, fig. 5.9.
Naxos-
338.Kamini; Linear decoration; pendant on shoulder; zigzag on side; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 22.
339.Kamini; Linear decoration; semicircles on shoulder; stemmed spirals on side;
Zapheiropoulos 1960, pi. 275v left; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 23.
359
340.Aplomata- Tomb A; Linear decoration; necklace and double wavy line on side; H=8.4-9;
Kardara 1977, pi. 52d; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 24. Fig. 224
341.Kamini; Linear decoration; stacked triangles and pendant on shoulder; Mountjoy 1999,
fig. 25.
342.Kamini; Linear decoration; wavy line on side; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 26. Fig. 225
Rhodes-
343.Ialysos- Tomb 61.10b; Linear decoration; horizontal chevrons and bivalve on shoulder;
H=8.7; Benzi 1992, pi. 94m; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 165. Fig. 226
344.Ialysos- Tomv 61.10a; Linear decoration; panelling between handles; H=8.1; Benzi 1992,
pi. 941; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 166.
345.Ialysos- Tomb 13.1; Dark; Monochrome; necklace on shoulder; H=6-6.1; Benzi 1992, pi.
14e; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 167. Fig. 227
346.1alysos- Tomb 32.28; Linear decoration; joining semicircles on shoulder; semicircles on
side; H=9.7-8; Benzi 1992, pi. 60b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 168. Fig. 228
347.Ialysos- Tomb 17.25; Linear decoration; netting on shoulder; H=15.6-6; Benzi 1992, pi.
27g; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 169. Fig. 229
348.Lindos; Linear decoration; panelling with zigzag on shoulder; H=20-20.4; Copenhagen 1
pi. 46.5; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 170.
349.Ialysos- OT13; Linear decoration; concentric arcs on side between handles; H=13.7;
Forsdyke 1925, pi. 14; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 171. Fig. 230
350.1alysos- Tomb 32.27; Linear decoration; Rhodian horns on side; H=10; Benzi 1992, pi.
60a; JFA 5 (1978) 463 Sample 41; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 172. Fig. 231
351.Ialysos- Tomb 85.3; Linear decoration; stacked triangles on shoulder; tricurved arch with
fill of semicircle on side; H=12.4-5; Benzi 1992, pi. 109e; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 173. Fig.
232
352.Ialysos- Tomb 35.22; Linear decoration; stacked triangles on shoulder; horizontal
chevrons on side; H=8; Benzi 1992, pi. 66a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 261.
353.Ialysos- Tomb 42.4; Linear decoration; foliate band on shoulder; wavy line on side;
H=12.4-5; Benzi 1992, pi. 73d; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 262.
354.Pilona- Tomb 4; Linear decoration; zigzag on shoulder; H=10; Karantzali 2001, 61 fig.
41.16789. Fig. 233
Kos-
355.Langada- Tomb 10.9; Dark; Linear decoration; double stemmed running spiral between
handles; H=7.3; Morricone 1965/1966, 104 fig. 85; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 123. Fig. 234
356.Langada- Tomb 1.2; Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; H=8.4-5; Morricone
1965/1966, 89 fig. 67; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 124. Fig. 235
357.Langada- Tomb 10.3; Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; H=6.3; Morricone
1965/1966, 104 fig. 85; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 125.
360
358.Langada- Tomb 44.1; Dark; Monochrome reserved zonal area; wavy line on shoulder and
side; H=6.9-7.1; Morricone 1965/1966, 203 fig. 214; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 126. Fig. 236
359.Langada- Tomb 39.1; Dark; Monochrome; H=7.5-6; Morricone 1965/1966, 184 fig. 194;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 127. Fig. 237
Kalymnos-
360.Kalymnos; Linear decoration; H=4.1-3; Langlotz 1932, pi. 2.33; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 16.
Fig. 238
361.Pothia; Linear decoration; zigzag and foliate band on shoulder; antithetic semicircles on
side; H=9; Forsdyke 1925, pi. 15; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 17. Fig. 239
Multiple Vase
Attica-
362.Perati- Tomb 10.156-Phase II; Amphoriskos type; Linear decoration; triangular patch
between handles; H=6.3-7; Iakovides 1970, pi. 76y;Mountjoy 1999, fig. 456. Fig. 240
363.Perati- Tomb 13.255-Phase II, III; Alabastron type; Zonal motif on sides; H=3.6;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 84b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 457. Fig. 241
Rhodes-
364.Ialysos-Tomb 21.38; Amphoriskos type; Linear decoration; Rhodian homs between
handles; H=8.6-8; Benzi 1992, pi. 39a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 222. Fig. 242
Flask
Argolid-
365.Tiryns- Linear decoration with concentric circles; Podzuweit 1983, 387 fig. 10.1. Fig. 243
Attica-
366.Perati- Tombl48.1131-Phase II; Linear decoration with vertical spiral; spirals on shoulder
H=15.9; Iakovides 1970, pi. 39y; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 454. Fig. 244
Melos-
367.Phylakopi; Frgm.; concentric circles; Renfrew 1985, no.125; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 200.
Fig. 245
Naxos-
368.Kamini- Tomb T; Linear decoration; concentric circles; vertical wavy line;
Zapheiropoulos 1960, pi. 275b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 52. Fig. 246
361
369.Aplomata- Tomb A; Linear decoration; concentric circles; vertical wavy line; H=30.5;
Kardara 1977, pi. 56; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 53. Fig. 247
Rhodes-
370.1alysos- Tomb 35.26; Linear decoration; triangles with wavy line on shoulder; H=11.7-8;
Benzi 1992, pi. 66e; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 219. Fig. 248
Kalymnos-
371.Kalymnos; Linear decoration; concentric circles; vertical wavy line; H=18.1; Langlotz
1932, pi. 2.44; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 25. Fig. 249
Feeding Bottle
Argolid-
372.Asine- Tomb 1.34; Dark; Linear decoration; stacked semicircles on shoulder; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 339. Fig. 250
Attica-
373.Perati- Tomb 105.771-Phase II; Linear decoration; joining circles on shoulder; H=9.4-6;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 114e; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 438. Fig. 251
Naxos-
374.Kamini; Linear decoration; rock pattern and framed zigzag on shoulder; H=10.6;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 40. Fig. 252
375.Kamini; Linear decoration; wavy line on shoulder; Wavy line; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 39.
Fig. 253
Rhodes-
376.Ialysos- Tomb 32.44; Linear decoration; stacked triangles on shoulder; H=10.6; Benzi
1992, pi. 61a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 187. Fig. 254
377.Ialysos- Tomb 38.31; Linear decoration; H=10.6; Benzi 1992, pi. 681; Mountjoy 1999,
fig. 188. Fig. 255
378.Pilona- Tombs 4- Linear decoration; wavy line on shoulder; H= 15.5; Karantzali 2001, 60
fig. 40.16781. Fig. 256
Kos-
379.Langada- Tomb 19.2; Linear decoration; wavy line on shoulder; H=13.3; Morricone
1965/1966, 133 fig. 117; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 138. Fig. 257
380.Langada- Tomb 39.3; Linear decoration; wavy line on shoulder; H=T0.1; Morricone
1965/1966, 184 fig. 194; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 139. Fig. 258
362
381.Langada- Tomb 57.4; Dark; Linear decoration; zigzag on shoulder; H=6.5-7.1; Morricone
1965/1966, 250 fig. 276; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 140. Fig. 259
Krater
Argolid-
382.1ria; Linear decoration; panelling between handles; H=23.7-24.5; Siedentopf et al. 1973,
pl.60.1; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 361.
383.Mycenae-Citadel House; Dark; Monochrome with reserved area; chevron and double
hook between handles; Interior monochrome; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 362. Fig. 260
384.Mycenae- House of the Warrior Vase ; Linear decoration; Pictorial; eleven soldiers,
woman; birds, circles used as fillers; Karagheorghis and Vermeule 1982, 130-132, fig.
XI.42. Fig. 261
385.Midea- Lower Terraces- Linear decoration; spiral; Interior monochrome; Walberg 1998,
fig. 762.
386.Midea- Lower Terraces- Linear decoration, Bichrome; Interior monochrome; Walberg
1998, fig. 763. Fig. 262
387.Midea- Lower Terraces- Linear decoration; Walberg 1998, fig. 761.
388. Midea- Lower Terraces- Close Style; Walberg 1998, fig. 782. Fig. 263
389.Tiryns- Lower Acropolis ; Linear decoration; running spiral and bivalve fill; Podzuweit
1979, 432 fig. 48. Fig. 264
390.Tiryns- Linear decoration; antithetic spirals filled with elaborate circles; Podzuweit 1979,
431 fig. 46.2
391.Tiryns- Linear decoration; chariot representation; Pictorial; Podzuweit 1978, 460 fig. 16.
392.Tiryns-Lower Acropolis ; Linear decoration; chariot representation; Pictorial; Gontner
2000; 23-25; Fig. 7, 1 a-b. Fig. 265
393.Tiryns- Lower Acropolis ; Linear decoration; chariot representation; Pictorial; Gontner
2000; 25-26; Fig. 8, 1 a-b. Fig. 266
Corinthia-
394.Korakou; Linear decoration; panel with stemmed spiral and fill between handles; Frgm.;
Rutter 1981,1981, 209 fig. 87.6; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 209. Fig. 267
395.Korakou; Linear decoration; elaborate running spiral between handles; Interior with wide
band; Frgm.; Rutter 1981, 1981,226 fig. 99.4; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 210. Fig. 268
Attica-
396.Athens-Fountain House; Linear decoration; horse representation between handles;
Pictorial; Interior with bands; Frgm.; Broneer 1939, 360 fig. 38; Karagheorghis and
Vermeule 1982, IX.36; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 468. Fig. 269
397.Athens-Fountain House; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral fill between handles; Interior
with bands; Frgm.; Broneer 1939, 359 fig. 36a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 469.
363
398.Athens-Fountain House; Linear decoration; panelling between handles; Interior with
band; Frgm.; Broneer 1939, 353 fig. 27a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 470. Fig. 270
399.Athens-Fountain House; Linear decoration; Interior with band; Frgm.; Broneer 1939, 352
fig. 26k; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 471.
400.Athens-Fountain House; Linear decoration with zonal motif; Interior monochrome?
Frgm; Broneer 1939, 353 fig. 26h; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 472.
401.Athens-Fountain House; Panel; Interior with banding; Frgm.; Broneer 1939, 356 fig. 30;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 473. Fig. 271
402.Athens-Fountain House; Linear decoration; duck and other animal between handles;
Pictorial; Interior monochrome; Frgm.; Broneer 1939, 360 fig. 37j; Mountjoy 1999, fig.
474. Fig. 272
403.Athens-Fountain House; Linear decoration; cross hatched triangles between handles;
Pictorial(?); Interior monochrome; Frgm.; Broneer 1939, 360 fig. 37b; Mountjoy 1999,
fig. 475.
404.Athens-Fountain House; Zonal motif; Frgm.; Broneer 1939, 357 fig, 3If; Mountjoy 1999,
fig. 476.
405.Athens-Fountain House; Linear decoration with zonal motif; Interior with banding;
Frgm.; Broneer 1939, 357 fig. 32f; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 477. Fig. 273
406.Athens-Fountain House; Linear decoration with zonal motif; Interior with band; Frgm.;
Broneer 1939, 358 fig. 33e; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 478. Fig. 274
407.Athens-Fountain House; Linear decoration; panelling with chequer motif between
handles; Interior monochrome; Frgm.; Broneer 1939, 358 fig. 34f; Mountjoy 1999, fig.
479. Fig. 275
408.Perati- Tomb 22; Linear decoration; bivalve flower, spiraliform and pendant motif
between handles; Iakovides 1970, pi. 16a; Mountjoy 1999, 598.
Euboea-
409.Lefkandi-Xeropolis- Phase 2a; Linear decoration; panelling with streamers between
handles; Interior monochrome; Popham 1971, 343 fig. 6.1; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 81. Fig.
276
410.Lefkandi-Xeropolis- Phase 2a; Linear decoration; panel with triglyphs; Popham 1971, PI.
56.3; Mountjoy 1999, 718.
411.Lefkandi-Xeropolis- Phase 2a; Linear decoration; panel with antithetic spiral; Popham
1971, PI. 56.4; Mountjoy 1999, 718. Fig. 277
412.Lefkandi-Xeropolis- Phase 2a; Linear decoration; panel and streamers; pictorial; goat;
Popham 1971, PI. 54.1; Mountjoy 1999, 718. Fig. 278
413.Leflcandi-Xeropolis- Phase 2a; Linear decoration; pictorial; lions; Popham 1971, PI. 54.6;
Mountjoy 1999, 718; V&K, 140 fig. XI. 79.
414.Leflcandi-Xeropolis- Phase 2a; Linear decoration; pictorial; warrior; Popham 1968, fig.
38-39. Fig. 279
364
415.Mistros- Linear decoration; panel with chequer, horns and vertical bars, dotted semi¬
circles, bars and dots used as fillers; Mountjoy 1999, 718.
Melos-
416.Phylakopi; Linear decoration; running spiral between handles; pin wheel motif; Interior
with banding; Renfrew 1985, no.135; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 193. Fig. 280
417.Phylakopi; Linear decoration with zonal motif; Pictorial; Interior with band; Frgm.;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 194.
418.Phylakopi; Linear decoration; genius between handles; Pictorial; Frgm.; Mountjoy 1999,
fig. 195. Fig. 281
419.Phylakopi; Linear decoration; man with quadruped or horse between handles; Pictorial;
Frgm.; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 196. Fig. 282
420.Phylakopi; Linear decoration; man holding spear; Pictorial; Interior with banding; Frgm.;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 455. Fig. 283
421.Phylakopi; Linear decoration; bird and chequer motifbetween handles; Pictorial; Interior
with band; Frgm.; Renfrew 1985, no. 127; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 202. Fig. 284
Paros-
422.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; hybrid flower and whorl shell between handles; Interior
with band; Frgm.; Koehl 1984, 213 fig. 4.1; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 1. Fig. 285
423.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; animal (dog?) between handles; Pictorial; Interior with
band; Frgm.; Koehl 1984, 213 fig. 4.2; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 2. Fig. 286
424.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; antithetic spiral, whorl-shells, net pattern between
handles; Schilardi 1984,196 fig. 6f; Mountjoy 1999, 934.
Kos-
425. Seraglio; Linear decoration; male figure between handles Pictorial; Interior with band;
Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 360 fig. 357a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 170. Fig. 287
426.Seraglio; Linear decoration; bird between handles; Pictorial; Interior with band; Frgm.;
Morricone 1972-73, 363 fig. 361c; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 171. Fig. 288
427.Seraglio; Linear decoration; bird between handles; Pictorial; Interior monochrome?;
Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73,363 fig. 361b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 172.
428.Seraglio; Goat (?) between handles; Pictorial; Interior monochrome; Frgm.; Morricone
1972-73, 361 fig. 359; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 173. Fig. 289
429.Seraglio; Linear decoration; horse between handles; Pictorial; Interior monochrome?;
Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 361; fig. 359; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 174. Fig. 290
430. Seraglio; Linear decoration; framed wavy line between handles; Interior with band;
Frgm.; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 175. Fig. 291
431.Seraglio; Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; Interior with band; Frgm.;
Morricone 1972-73, 379 fig. 377f; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 176. Fig. 292
365
432. Seraglio; Linear decoration; filled traingle and semicircles between handles; Interior with
band; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 379 fig. 377a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 177
433. Seraglio; Linear decoration; panelling with fill of dotted semi-circles and antithetic spirals
between handles; Interior with band; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 371 fig. 371a; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 178. Fig. 293
434.Seraglio; Linear decoration; antithetic spiral and chequer motif between handles; Frgm.;
Morricone 1972-73, 373 fig. 373g; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 179. Fig. 294
Amphoroid Krater
Rhodes-
435.Rhodes-Sporadico; Linear decoration; panelling with diagonals on shoulder; Wavy line
on neck; H=30.9; Benzi 1992, pi. 150f B/l; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 130. Fig. 295
Kos-
436.Seraglio; Linear decoration; goats with bird fill on shoulder; Pictorial; H=36.8; Morricone
1972-73, 188 fig. 73; Karagheorghis and Vermeule 1982, XII.35; Mountjoy 1999, fig.
101. Fig. 296
437.Seraglio; Linear decoration; male figure; Pictorial; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 359 fig.
356; Karagheorghis and Vermeule 1982, XII.31; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 102. Fig. 297
438.Seraglio; Linear decoration; male figure; Pictorial; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 360 fig.
357b; Karagheorghis and Vermeule 1982, XII.30; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 103. Fig. 298
439.Seraglio; Linear decoration; male figures with oars; Pictorial; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73,
360 fig. 358; Karagheorghis and Vermeule 1982, XII.33; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 104. Fig.
299
440.Seraglio; Linear decoration; bird; Pictorial; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 364 fig. 362;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 105. Fig. 300
441.Seraglio; Linear decoration; bird; Pictorial; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 364 fig. 363b;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 106.
442.Seraglio; Linear decoration; bird; Pictorial; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 365 fig, 364g;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 107.
443.Seraglio; Linear decoration; fish; Pictorial; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 367 fig. 365a;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 108. Fig. 301
444.Seraglio; Linear decoration; octopus with fish fill; Pictorial; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73,
367 fig. 365f; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 109.
445.Seraglio; Linear decoration; bird; Pictorial; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 368 fig. 366;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 110. Fig. 302
446. Seraglio; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral with lozenge and bivalve fill on shouder;
Interior with band; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 288 fig. 255; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 111.
447.Seraglio; Linear decoration; panelling with antithetic spirals on shoulder; Interior with
band; Frgm; Morricone 1972-73, 359 fig. 355a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 112. Fig. 303
366
448.Seraglio; Linear decoration; simple antithetic spirals; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 375 fig.
375b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 113.
449.Seraglio; Linear decoration; antithetic spiral with lozenge fill; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73,
371 fig. 371b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 114
450.Seraglio; Linear decoration; simple antithetic spirals; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 372 fig.
372; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 115. Fig. 304
451.Seraglio; Linear decoration; simple antithetic spirals; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 373 fig.
373h; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 116. Fig. 305
452.Seraglio; Linear decoration; simple antithetic spirals; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 374 fig.
374; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 117.
453.Seraglio; Spiral form ; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 377 fig. 3761; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 118
Kalymnos-
454.Kalymnos; Linear decoration; Wavy line; Interior with band; H=15.9-16.1; Langlotz
1932, pi. 2.40; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 12. Fig. 306
Spouted Krater
Euboea-
455.Mistros-Phase 2a; Linear decoration; antithetic spiral between handles; Interior
monochrome; H=18.7-19.1; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 82. Fig. 307
Deep Bowl
Argolid-
456.Asine- Tomb 5.15; Linear decoration; running spiral between; Interior monochrome with
reserved bands and centre base; H= 16.3-7; Frodin and Persson 1938, Fig. 260.8;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 363. Fig. 308
457.Mycenae-Citadel House; Linear decoration; running spiral between handles; Interior
monochrome; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 364.
458.Mycenae-Granary-E. Basement; Linear decoration; bird; Pictorial; Interior monochrome
with reserved bands and centre base; H=7-7.1; Wace 1921-23, PI. 7b.; Mountjoy 1999,
fig. 365. Fig. 309
459.Mycenae-Granary-E. Basement; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome with reserved
bands on interior rim, dotted, and centre base; H= 8-8.2; Wace 1921-23, PI. 1 In;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 366. Fig. 310
460.Mycenae-Granary-E. Basement; Dark; Mono reserved; linear decoration; Interior
monochrome with reserved bands in interior rim and centre base; H= 11.2-7; Wace 1921-
23, PI. 8d; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 368. Fig. 311
461.Asine- Tomb 1.36; Dark; Mono reserved; Interior monochrome with reserved bands and
centre base; Asine III; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 367. Fig. 312
367
462.Tiryns- Linear decoration; antithetic loops between handles; Podzuweit 1979, 432, fig.
47. Fig. 313
463.Tiryns- Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; Podzuweit 1978, 488 fig. 36.6.
Fig. 314
464.Tiryns- Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; Podzuweit 1983; 365 fig. 2.13.
465.Tiryns- Linear decoration; two large circles over handles extending into zone between
handles; Podzuweit 1982, 412 fig. 24.5. Fig. 315
466.Tiryns-Lower Citadel. Dark; Monochrome with reserved lower body; Podzuweit 1978,
fig. 6. Fig. 316
467.Tiryns- Lower Citadel; Linear decoration; Interior with reserved band; Podzuweit 1978,
fig. 12.
468.Tiryns- Dark; Monochrome; Podzuweit 1979,427, fig. 43.12
469.Tiryns- Lower Citadel; Dark Monochrome with reserved rim band; Podzuweit 1978; fig.
8. Fig. 317
470.Tiiyns- Dark; Monochrome exterior and interior; Interior with reserved rim band;
Podzuweit 1978,495 fig. 36.4.
471.Argos- Tripolis St.;:Linear decoration; antithetic loops between handles; Piteros 2001,
110 fig. 26. Fig. 318
Corinth ia-
472.Korakou- House P; Dark; Monochrome reserved; linear decoration; bird with netting
panel between handles; Pictorial; Interior monochrome with reserved bands and centre
base; H=13.6; Rutter 1981,1981, 240, Fig. 106.2; Blegen 1921, Fig. 86; Mountjoy 1999,
fig.211.Fig.319
473.Korakou- House P; Linear decoration; running spiral between handles; Interior
monochrome with reserved bands; Rutter 1981, 226, Fig. 99.6; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 212.
Fig. 320
474.Korakou- House P; Linear decoration; antithetic loop between handles; Interior
monochrome with reserved bands; Rutter 1981, 226 fig. 99.7; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 213.
475.Korakou- House P; Dark; Mono reserved; linear decoration; Interior monochrome with
reserved bands; Rutter 1981,226 fig. 99.12; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 214. Fig. 321
Attica-
476.Athens- Fountain House; Linear decoration; running spiral with open centre and bird
between handles; Pictorial; Interior monochrome; Broneer 1939, 368, Fig. 45a; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 480. Fig. 322
477.Perati- Tomb 43.462-Phase II; Linear decoration; panelled with antithetic spiral between
handles; Interior monochrome; H= 14.2-6; Iakovides 1970, PI. 39b; Mountjoy 1999, fig.
481. Fig. 323
368
478.Perati- Tomb 142.1032- Phase II; Linear decoration; panelled with antithetic spiral and
running spiral between handles; Interior monochrome with reserved bands; Iakovides
1970, pi. 64a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 482. Fig. 324
479.Athens- Fountain House; Linear decoration; streamers between handles; Interior
monochrome; Broneer 1939, 369, Fig. 47m; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 483
480.Athens- Fountain House- Linear decoration; panelled with horn between handles; Interior
monochrome; Broneer 1939, 369, Fig. 47j; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 484.
481.Athens- Founatin House; Linear decoration; streamers with fill of triangular patch
between handles; Interior monochrome; Broneer 1939, 368, Fig. 46m, n; Mountjoy 1999,
fig. 485. Fig. 325
482.Perati- Tomb 105.768- Phase II; Linear decoration; panelled with streamers between
handles; Interior monochrome with dotted rim; H= 6.5-6; Iakovides 1970, PI. 114e;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 486.
483.Perati- Tomb 13.239- Phase II, III; Linear decoration; elaborate circle between handles;
Interior monochrome with dotted rim and reserved centre base; H=6.1-3; Iakovides 1970,
PI. 84b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 487. Fig. 326
484.Perati- Tomb 112.837- Phase II; Linear decoration; antithetic spirals between handles;
Interior monochrome with dotted rim and reserved centre base; H=8.1-2; Iakovides 1970,
PI. 121a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 488. Fig. 327
485.Perati- Tomb 34.401- Phase II; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome with dotted rim
and reserved centre base; H= 7.5-6; Iakovides 1970, pi. 99y; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 489.
486.Perati- Tomb 113.846- Phase II; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome with reserved
centre base; H= 8.5-7; Iakovides 1970, PI. 122b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 490. Fig. 328
487.Perati- Tomb 87.692- Phase II; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; H= 7.1;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 44d; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 491.
488.Athens- Fountain House; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; Broneer 1939, 369,
Fig. 48g; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 492.
489.Perati- Tomb 148.1120- Phase II; Dark; Mono reserved; Interior monochrome with
reserved bands on rim and centre base; H=11.8-12.1; Iakovides 1970, pi. 39b; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 493. Fig. 329
490.Athens- Fountain House; Dark; Mono; Interior monochrome; H=7.6; Broneer 1939, 370,
Fig. 49c; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 494. Fig. 330
491.Athens- Fountain House; Dark; Mono reserved; linear decoration; Interior monochrome
with reserved band; H=10.8-9; Broneer 1939, 370, Fig. 49b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 495.
Fig. 331
492.Thorikos; Mono reserved; Interior monochrome with reserved bands; Mountjoy 1995,
215, Fig. 11.116; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 496. Fig. 332
Euboea-
493.Lekandi-Xeropolis; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; Popham 1971, 335, Fig.
1.3; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 74. Fig. 333
369
494.Lefkandi- Xeropolis; Dark; Mono, Interior monochrome; Popham 1971, 335, Fig. 1.1;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 76. Fig. 334
495.Lekandi- Xeropolis; Dark; Mono; Interior monochrome with reserved centre base;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 76. Fig. 335
Melos-
496.Phylakopi; Dark; Mono; Interior monochrome with reserved rim band; Renfrew 1985, no.
266; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 203. Fig. 336
Paros-
497.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; running spiral between handles; Interior monochrome;
Koehl 1984, 208, Fig. 1.1; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 7. Fig. 337
498.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; Dotted rim; Interior with rim band spiral base; Koehl
1984,208, Fig. 1.3; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 8. Fig. 338
499.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral; Schilardi 1984,196 fig. 6b top;
Mountjoy 1999, 935.
500.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; isolated spiral; Schilardi 1984, 196 fig. 6b bottom;
Mountjoy 1999, 935.
501.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; antithetic spiral; Schilardi 1984, 196 fig. 6a right;
Mountjoy 1999, 935.
502.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; lozenge; Koehl 1984,208 fig. 1.4; Mountjoy 1999,
935. Fig. 339
503.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; semi-circles; Koehl 1984, 208 fig. 1.6; Mountjoy 1999,
935.
504.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; quirk; Koehl 1984,209 fig. 2.6; Mountjoy 1999, 935.
Fig. 340
505.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; triglyph; Koehl 1984, 209 fig. 2.1; Mountjoy 1999,
935.
506.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; wavy line; interior monochrome; Koehl 1984,209 fig.
2.10; Mountjoy 1999, 935. Fig. 341
507.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; interior monochrome; Koehl 1984, 208 fig. 1.2;
Mountjoy 1999, 935. Fig. 342
Naxos-
508.Kamini; Dark; Mono reserved; linear decoration; wavy line between handles; Interior
monochrome with reserved centre base; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 65. Fig. 343
509.Kamini; Dark; Mono reserved; Interior monochrome with reserved centre base; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 66. Fig. 344
510.Kamini; Dark; Mono reserved; Interior monochrome with reserved rim band and centre
base; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 67. Fig. 345
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511.Aplomata- Tomb A; Dark; Mono reserved; Interior monochrome with reserved rim band
and centre base; Kardara 1977, pi. 45b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 68. Fig. 346
512.Kamini; Dark; Mono reserved; Interior monochrome with reserved centre base; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 69. Fig. 347
513.Aplomata- Tomb A; Dark; Mono reserved; Interior monochrome with reserved rim band
and centre base; Kardara 1977, PI. 45a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 70.
Rhodes-
514.Rhodes; Linear decoration; bivalve between handles; Interior with banding and decorated
base; H=10.8-11.4; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 236. Fig. 348
515.Ialysos- Tomb 72.4b; Linear decoration; rosette between handles; Interior monochrome
with reserved centre base; H= 7.7; Benzi 1992, PI. 102n; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 237. Fig.
349
516.Ialysos- Tomb 17.55; Linear decoration; panelled with antithetic spiral between handles;
Interior monochrome with reserved centre base; H=11-11.1; Benzi 1992, PI. 30b; Jones
and Mee 1978,464 Sample 1; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 240. Fig. 350
517.Ialysos- Tomb 72.4a; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; H=7.5-8; Benzi 1992, PI.
102m; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 241.
518.Ialysos- Tomb 21.14; Dotted rim; Interior with dotted rim; H=9.2-4; Benzi 1992, PI. 37b;
JFA 5 (1978) 464 Sample 13; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 242. Fig. 351
519.Ialysos- Tomb 87.14; Dark; Mono; Interior monochrome with reserved centre base;
H=8.3-4; Benzi 1992, PI. 1131; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 279. Fig. 352
Kos-
520. Seraglio; Linear decoration; running spiral with bivalve fill between handles; Interior
monochrome; Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 354, Fig. 346f; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 180. Fig.
353
521.Langada- Tomb 34.3; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral between handles; Interior
monochrome; H=9-9.5; Morricone 1965/1966,166, Fig. 170; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 181.
Fig. 354
522.Eleona- Tomb 15.8; Linear decoration; wavy line between hanldes; Interior monochrome
with reserved centre base; H=11.1-2; Morricone 1965/1966, 58, Fig. 30; Mountjoy 1999,
fig. 182. Fig. 355
523. Seraglio; Linear decoration; framed wavy line between handles; Interior monochrome;
Frgm.; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 183. Fig. 356
524. Seraglio; Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; Interior with rim band; Frgm.;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 184
525. Seraglio; Linear decoration; panelled with semicircle and double stemmed spiral between
handles; Interior with double rim band; Frgm.; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 185
526. Seraglio; Linear decoration; fringed chevrons between handles; Interior monochrome;
Frgm.; Morricone 1972-73, 354, Fig. 346c; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 186. Fig. 357
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527. Seraglio; Linear decoration; animal between handles; Pictorial; Interior monochrome;
Frgm.; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 187
528.Langada- Tomb 45.8; Dark; Mono; Interior monochrome; H=9-9.2; Morricone
1965/1966, 210, Fig. 220; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 188. Fig. 358
529.Langada Erratico; Dark; Mono reserved; Interior monochrome with reserved rim band;
H=8.1-3; Morricone 1965/1966,282, Fig. 322; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 189. Fig. 359
Kalymnos-
530.Pothia; Linear decoration; wavy line between handles; Interior monochrome with
reserved zone;
H=12.5-13.1; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 294. Fig. 360
One-handled Conical Bowl
Attica-
531.Athens-Fountain House; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; H=8.5-9; Broneer
1939, 378 fig. 59a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 464. Fig. 361
532.Perati- Tomb 9.146; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; H= 8.3-5; Iakovides 1970,
pi. 77b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 465. Fig. 362
Melos-
533.Phylakopi; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome with reserved bands; Renfrew 1985,
no. 161; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 201. Fig. 363
Naxos-
534.Aplomata; Linear decoration; Interior with banding; H=7.6-8.1; Kardara 1977, pi. 45y-8;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 61. Fig. 364
535.Kamini; Linear decoration; Interior with banding; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 62. Fig. 365
536.Kamini; Linear decoration; Interior with banding; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 63. Fig. 366
Rhodes-
537.Ialysos- Tomb 64.6; Linear decoration; H=9-9.2; Benzi 1992, pi. 96m. Fig. 367
Kos-
538.Seraglio; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; H=7.2-4; Morricone 1972-73, 292 fig.
260; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 165. Fig. 368
539.Kos; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; H=7.2-3; CVA Deutschland 40 Bonn 2 pi.




540.Mycenae-Citadel House; Linear decoration; Interior with banding and spiral at base;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 371. Fig. 370
541.Argos-Tripolis St.; Linear decoration on interior; Piteros 2001, 111 fig. 29. Fig. 371
Attica-
542.Athens-Fountain House; Linear decoration; Interior with banding and spiral at base;
Broneer 1939, 384 fig. 65g' Mountjoy 1999, fig. 501. Fig. 372
Rhodes-
543.Ialysos- Tomb 40.10; Linear decoration; dotting on carination; Interior with banding; H=
4.8; Benzi 1992, pi. 72i; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 245. Fig. 373
Stemmed Bowl
Rhodes-
544.Rhodes; Linear decoration; panelling with antithetic spirals between handles; Interior
monochrome; H=13.4-6; Copenhagen 2 pi. 54.7; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 246. Fig. 374
545.Rhodes; Linear decoration; panelling with antithetic spiral between handles; Interior
monochrome; H=12.2-5; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 247. Fig. 375
546.Ialysos-Tomb 21.9; Linear decoration; rhodian horns with lozenge and droplet foliate
band between handles; Interior monochrome with reserved banding; H-10.8; Benzi 1992,
pi. 36p; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 248. Fig. 376
547.Ialysos- Tomb 17.54; Linear decoration; stacked triangles (zigzag?) between handles;
Interior monochrome; H=8.6; Benzi 1992, pi. 30a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 249. Fig. 377
548.Ialysos- Tomb 21.12; Linear decoration; half moon with antithetic spiral between
handles; Interior monochrome with reserved base; H= 4.8; Benzi 1992, pi. 36s; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 250.
549.Ialysos- Tomb 21.10; Linear decoration; panelling with antithetic spiral; Interior
monochrome; H=10.1-6; Benzi 1992, pi. 36q; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 251. Fig. 378
550.1alysos- Tomb 32.41; Dark; Monochrome with reserved bands; Interior monochrome with
reserved base; H=11.4-7; Benzi 1992, pi. 60p; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 280. Fig. 379
Cup
Argolid-
551.Mycenae-Granary-E. Basement; wavy line on handle zone; Interior monochrome; H=
4.6-7; Wace 1921-23, pi. 1 If; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 358. Fig. 380
552.Midea- Lower Terraces; Wavy line; Walberg 1998, fig. 741. Fig. 381
553.Tiryns- Half moon on exterior; half moon on interior; Podzuweit 1979, 427 fig. 43.7. Fig.
382
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554.Tiryns- Lower Citadel; Linear decoration; interior rim band; Podzuweit 1978, fig. 16.
Fig. 383
555.Tiryns- Wavy line on handle zone; Podzuweit 1981, 213 fig. 58.4.
556.Tiryns- Wavy line on handle zone; Podzuweit 1983, 369 fig. 3.8. Fig. 384
Attica-
557.Perati- Tomb 112.839-Phase II; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; H=6.3;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 121a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 458. Fig. 385
558.Perati- Tomb 7.124-Phase II; Dark; Monochrome with reserved half moon; Interior
monochrome with reserved half moon; H=6-6.1; Iakovides 1970, pi. 112y; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 459.Fig. 386
559.Perati- Tomb 94.726-Phase II; Dark; Monochrome with reserved half moon; Interior
monochrome with reserved half moon; H=3.3; Iakovides 1970, pi. 615;Mountjoy 1999,
fig. 460. Fig. 387
560.Perati- Tomb 70.585- Phase II; Interior monochrome; H=5.7-6.0; Iakovides 1970, pi. 35y;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 461. Fig. 388
Euboea-
561.Lefkandi-Xeropolis-Phase lb; Linear decoration; Interior with banding; Popham 1971,
335 fig. 1.4; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 69. Fig. 389
Paros-
562.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; Interior with band; Prehistoric Cyclades 215 fig. 5.1;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 3. Fig. 390
563.Koukounaries; Half moon on interior. Schilardi 196, fig. 6i; Mountjoy 1999, 934.
Naxos-
564.Kamini; Linear decoration; wavy line on handle zone; Interior with banding; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 55. Fig. 391
565.Kamini; Linear decoration with zonal motif; wavy line on handle zone; Interior with
banding; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 56. Fig. 392
566.Kamini; Linear decoration; Interior with banding; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 57. Fig. 393
567.Kamini; Dark; Monochrome with reserved area; Interior monochrome with reserved base;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 58. Fig. 394
Rhodes-
568.Apollakia; Linear decoration; Interior with band; H=7.8; Copenhagen 2 pi. 55.2;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 223. Fig. 395
569.Kalavarda- Tomb 46.7a; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; Jacopi 1932-33, 137
fig. 159 left; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 224. Fig. 396
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570.Kalavarda- Tomb 46.7b; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; Jacopi 1932-33, 137
fig. 159 right; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 225. Fig. 397
Carinated Cup
Argolid-
571.Asine- Tomb 5.16; Dark; Monochrome with reserved area; concentric arcs on upper
body; Interior monochrome; Frodin and Persson 1938, fig. 260.8; Mountjoy 1999, fig.
359. Fig. 398
572.Tiryns- Monochorme with reserved and dotted rim; Podzuweit 1981,214.
573.Tiryns-Monochrome with reserved and dotted rim; reserved bands on lower body;
bivalves on handle; Bull protome; Podzuweit 1982,413 fig. 24.6. Fig. 399
Euboea-
574.Lefkandi-Xeropolis- Phase lb; Dark; Monochrome; Interior monochrome; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 71. Fig. 400
Spouted Cup
Paros-
575.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; Interior with band; Koehl 1984, 213 fig. 4.3; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 4. Fig. 401
Naxos-
576.Kamini- Tomb B; Linear decoration; wavy line on upper body; Interior with banding;
Zapheiropoulos 1960, pi. 2745; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 64. Fig. 402
Rliodes-
577.Kalavarda- Tomb 46.5; Linear decoration; N pattern on upper body; Interior with
banding; H= 13.5-8; Jacopi 1932-33,137 fig. 157; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 230. Fig. 403
Carinated Spouted Cup
Rhodes-
578.Ialysos- Tomb 38.18; Linear decoration; semi-circles on handle zone Interior




579.Mycenae; Dog (?) on upper part ofbowl; Interior monochrome with added white paint;
Pictorial; Frgm.; Karagheorghis and Vermeule 1982, XI.74; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 360.
Fig. 405
Corinthia-
580.Korakou- House P; Linear decoration; elaborate spiral on bowl; Interior monochrome;
Frgm.; Rutter 1981, 182 fig. 60.2; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 208. Fig. 406
Attica-
581.Athens- Fountain House; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; Frgm.; Broneer 1939,
376 fig. 571.1, m; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 466. Fig. 407
582.Athens- Fountain House; Monochrome with reserved banding and outline; Interior
monochrome; Frgm.; Broneer 1939, 378 fig. 57f; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 467. Fig. 408
Euboea-
583.Lefkandi- Xeropolis- Phase lb; Dark; Monochrome with reserved banding; Interior
monochrome; Popham 1971, 335 fig. 1.2; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 72. Fig. 409
584.Lefkandi-Xeropolis- Phase lb; Dark; Monochrome; Interior monochrome; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 73. Fig. 410
585.Lefkandi- Xeropolis- Phase 2a; Dark; Monochrome with reserved zone and banding;
Interior monochrome; Popham 1971, 341 fig. 5.1; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 80. Fig. 411
Melos-
586.Phylakopi; Monochrome with reserved area; diamond shaped panelling on bowl; Interior
monochrome; H= 20.4; Phylalokopi II no.453; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 191. Fig. 412
Paros-
587.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; Prehistoric Cyclade 212 fig. 3.5;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 5. Fig. 413
588.Koukounaries; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; Prehistoric Cyclades 212 fig.
3.8; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 6. Fig. 414
Rhodes-
589.Ialysos- Tomb 32.39; Rim decoration; Interior with rim decoration; H=7.8; Benzi 1992,
pi. 60n; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 233.Fig. 415
590.1alysos- Tomb 32.36; Dark; Monochrome with reserved area; Interior monochrome;
H=7.7-8; Benzi 1992, pi. 175d; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 234. Fig. 416
591.Ialysos-Tomb 32.35; Dark; Monochrome with reserved zone and linear decoration;
Interior monochrome; H=16.5-7; Benzi 1992, pi. 162b; Jones and Mee 1978, 464 Sample
18; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 235. Fig. 417
376
Kos-
592.Langada-Erratico; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral and chevron fill on bowl; Interior
monochrome; H=19.2-7; Morricone 1965/1966,281 fig. 321; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 167.
Fig. 418
593.Seraglio; Dark; Monochrome with reserved area; wavy line on upper part ofbowl;
Interior monochrome; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 168. Fig. 419
594. Seraglio; Dark; monochrome with reserved area; wavy line on upper part of bowl;
Interior monochrome; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 169. Fig. 420
Mug
Attica-
595.Athens- Fountain House; Linear decoration; stemmed spiral and vertical wavy lines;
Interior monochrome; Broneer 1939, 374 fig. 56b; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 462. Fig. 421
596.Athens- Fountain House; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; running spiral under
base; Broneer 1939, 374 fig. 56m; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 463. Fig. 422
Euboea-
597.Lefkandi-Xeropolis; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 70.
Fig. 423
Melos-
598.Phylakopi; Pictorial; Boat depiction; Interior monochrome; Karagheorghis and Vermeule
1982, XI. 96; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 191. Fig. 424
Naxos-
599.Kamini; Linear decoration; triglyph patterning on body; Interior monochrome with
reserved area; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 59.Fig. 425
600.Kamini; Linear decoration; Wavy line; Interior monochrome with reserved area;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 60. Fig. 426
Rhodes-
601.1alysos- Tomb 12.16; Linear decoration; horizontal chevrons on body; Interior wide rim
band; H=7.3; Benzi 1992, pi. 14d; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 226. Fig. 427
602.1alysos- Tomb 21.36; Linear decoration; triglyph patterning on body; Interior with
banding; H=11-11.4; Benzi 1992, pi. 38o; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 227. Fig. 428
603.Lardos; Linear decoration; vertical panelling with zigzag on body; Interior with double
rim band; H=18-18.2; Benzi 1992, pi. 143a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 228. Fig. 429
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Kos-
604.No provenance; Linear decoration; triple stemmed spirals with semi-circles on body;
Interior with double rim band; H= 18.1-3; CVA Deutschland 44 Tubingen 2 pi. 6.6;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 164. Fig. 430
Kalymnos-
605.Pothia; Monochrome with reserved band; Interior monochrome with reserved area;
H=14.9-15.3;
Forsdyke 1925, pi. 15; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 28. Fig. 431
Kaiathos
Argolid-
606.Mycenae-Citadel House; Linear decoration; cross bar with chevron on rim; fish on
interior; Pictorial; Frgm.; WBM21 fig.6 Fl; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 169. Fig. 432
607.Mycenae-Citadel House; Dark; Monochrome with reserved banding; Interior
monochrome; Frgm.; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 170. Fig. 433
608.Tiryns- ; Linear decoration; Podzuweit 1981, 210 fig. 59.1. Fig. 434
Attica-
609.Athens-Agora- Tomb 7.24; Linear decoration interior and exterior; fish on interior
between handles; Pictorial; Immerwahr 1971, pi. 40, Karagheorghis and Vermeule 1982,
X.100; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 497. Fig. 435
610.Athens-Fountain House; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; H= 14.1-14.4; Broneer
1939, 372 fig. 53; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 498. Fig. 436
611.Athens- Fountain House; Dark; Monochrome; Interior monochrome; fish on interior in
added white paint; Pictorial; Frgm.; Broneer 1939, 373 figs. 54s,t,u,v; Karagheorghis and
Vermeule 1982, X.99; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 499. Fig. 437
Melos-
612.Phylakopi; Linear decoration interior and exterior; boats and wavy line on interior and
exterior; Pictorial; Frgm.; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 198. Fig. 438
Naxos-
613.Aplomata-Tomb B; Dark; Linear decoration on interior and exterior; Wavy line on
exterior between handles; cross hatched triangles and wavy lines on interior in added
white and purple paint; H=17.4-9; Kardara 1977, pl.44; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 71. Fig. 439
614.Kamini; Linear decoration; Wavy line between handles; Interior monochrome with
reserved area; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 72. Fig. 440
615.Kamini; Linear decoration; Wavy line between handles; Interior with linear decoration
and decorated base; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 73. Fig. 441
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Rhodes-
616.Ialysos- Tomb 32.22; Linear decoration; Wavy line; Interior with linear decoration and
decorated base; H=14-14.8; Benzi 1992, pi. 59f; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 243. Fig. 442
617.Ialysos- Tomb OT.A; Linear decoration; Wavy line between handles; Interior with linear
decoration and decorated base; H=11.8-12.9; Forsdyke 1925, pi. 14; Mountjoy 1999, fig.
244. Fig. 443
Kos-
618.Langada- Tomb 14.2; Linear decoration interior and exterior; Wavy line on exterior
between handles; stemmed spiral, fish, bird heads and antithetic stemmed spiral on
interior between handles; Pictorial; H=12.6-12.8; Morricone 1965/1966, 118-119 fig.
100-101; Karagheorghis and Vermeule 1982, XII.41; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 190. Fig. 444
Kalymnos-
619.Pothia- Linear decoration interior and exterior; Wavy line on exterior between handles;
spiraliform with fill of chevrons, semi-circles and bars on interior between handles;
H=13.9-14.7; Forsdyke 1925, fig. 277; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 30. Fig. 445
620.Pothia- Linear decoration interior and exterior; Framed wavy line on exterior between
handles; fish, birds, stemmed spirals, bar fill and zigzag on interior between handles;
Pictorial; H=15.7-16.1; Forsdyke 1925, pi. 15; Karagheorghis and Vermeule 1982,
XII.22; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 31. Fig. 446
Basin
Argolid-
621.Tiryns- Linear decoration; Interior monochrome; Podzuweit 1983, 365, fig. 2.12. Fig. 447
Euboea-
622.Xeropolis-Lefkandi; Linear decoration; Popham 1971, fig. 5.2; Mountjoy 1999, 719.
Attica-
623.Athens- Fountain House; Linear decoration; Interior monochrome with reserved band;
H=9.1-3;




624.Tiryns- Dark; Monochrome; Dotted rim and joining semi-circles in added white paint;
Podzuweit 1983, 389 fig. 11.5. Fig. 449
625.Mycenae- Fish on exterior; chevrons on interior; Pictorial; Crouwel 1991, fig. 6 F2. Fig.
450
Euboea-
626.Lefkandi-Xeropolis- Phase 2a; Linear decoration; bivalve and running spiral; Frgm.;
Mountjoy 1999, fig. 83. Fig. 451
Melos-
627.Phylakopi; Dark; Monochrome with reserved banding; Interior monochrome with
reserved Banding; semi-circles on interior in added white paint; Frgm.; Renfrew 1985,
no. 315; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 204. Fig. 452
Rhodes-
628.Ialysos- Tomb 21.37; Linear decoration; cross bars on exterior; wavy line on interior;
spiral on interior base; hatched triangle and spiral on underside ofbase; H=4.5-5; Benzi
1992, pi. 38. Fig. 453
Kos-
629.Seraglio; Linear decoration; Monochrome interior with reserved zone; fish and double
stem spiral on interior; Pictorial; H=5.1; Morricone 1972-73, 382 fig. 380a; Mountjoy
1999, fig. 191. Fig. 454
Askos
Rhodes-




631.Perati- Tomb 149.1142- Phase I and II; concentric arcs on top of lid; panels with rosettes
and circles with semi-circle fill on sides of lid; Linear decoration on base; H=7.2;
Iakovides 1970, pi. 38a; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 393. Fig. 456
Naxos-
632.Kamini; Linear decoration on lid and base; Mountjoy 1999, fig. 1. Fig. 457
Rhodes-
380
633.Ialysos- Tomb 17.51; Linear decoration on lid and base; flower and concentric arcs on top
of lid; apse and lozenge in Close Style on sides of lid; H=17.51; Benzi 1992, pi. 27c-d;




Appendix II COARSE WARE
The material which has been examined in the previous sections is limited to painted or
fine ware pottery. This is because most of the material which has been published is
pottery of this type rather than coarse ware. Nonetheless, in domestic contexts along with
the finer pottery are often included coarse wares such as storage pithoi, cooking vessels,
utensils and also the so called hand made burnished ware. Included in the section of
storage pithoi will be clay bins since often these seem to take on the function of the
storage vessels.
Storage pithoi/clay bins
Large coarse ware pithoi or clay bins, often of unbaked clay, were used for storage of
liquids and solids. There great size and weight "meant commodities were decanted from
them rather than poured out; indeed most were set into floors...and were non-movable
vessels".1158 Spaces with large storage areas are discussed in chapter 3. Here, I would like
to briefly mention the sites with storage pithoi and unbaked clay bins and provide any
relevant information concerning these from the publications. Some of the best preserved
pithoi and bins come form the settlement of Xeropolis on Euboea. Particularly in phase 1
are multiple pithoi but also a great number of storage bins. One of the clay bins contained
carbonised remains of "small smelt mixed with barley" indicating that most of these bins
were most likely used to store dry goods.1159 Sherratt mentions a number of pithoi
fragments from phase 2 with relief decoration including "applied rope ridges and raised
bands with indented wavy lines and thumbprints".1160 Some pithoi fragments are
mentioned from Korakou and include applied band decoration, but they most likely
belong to LHIIIC early.1161 At Mycenae, Sheratt mentions pithoi throughout LH IIC. She
makes an interesting point, noting the extensive use of firing holes, particularly around
the handles of pithoi and the relief decoration on pithoi which are attested throughout the
period. By the advanced phase their decoration becomes more elaborate and is often
"stamped rather than modelled or incised freehand, and includes versions of an elaborate
rosette pattern".1162 One should also mention the pithoi and unbaked clay bins from the
Granary at Mycenae. Here Wace mentions two pithoi and "the rest-and they were many-
were vessels in shape like small tubs about 0.70m high and 0.50m in diameter, with thick




Popham and Sackett 1968, 13
1160 Sherratt 1981, 143.




carbonised grains such as vetches, barley and wheat.1164 Frizell published a number of
pithos fragments from the 1970-1974 excavations at Asine. They are dated to LH IIIC or
the Final Mycenaean period. They include fragments with raised bands decorated with
incisions or fmger prints.1165 Usually these bands were implemented in order to hide the
joints between sections made from separate coils; in certain cases they are purely
decorative. Other similar fragments of raised bands have impressions with concentric
circles.1166 Another type of pithos fragments with ornaments "consisting of impressed
decorations" was found at Asine including examples with conectric circles which were
found in a mixed LH IIIC and FMyc context and a zigzag example found in an FMyc
context.1167 Finally, it is worth noting a pithos fragment with a spoked wheel impression,
similar to a fragment from Tiryns which according to Frizzell has parallels in Italy.1168 At
Tiryns there are a number of published examples from Kilian's preliminary reports.1169
Noteworthy is the example cited above with spoked wheel impression with a triangle
framing each wheel as well as other examples with relief circles and rope pattern.1170
There is also mention of pithoi of unbaked clay, unfortunately not much more
information is given concerning these. Room 106 contained three of these placed within
the ground next to which were circular conical pits with a thin layer of unbaked clay.1171
Finally, one should not fail to mention the 12 storage pithoi located in the area north of
Building T on the Upper Acropolis. Unfortunately, not much information is given
concerning these, however it should be pointed out that the fact that they were not present
in the previous period provides us at least with the information that something was being
stored in this area during the post-palatial period. The unbaked clay bins should also be
here noted. They have been found in a number of rooms at Tiiyns. They appear to be
similar to the examples from Lefkandi, although in most cases the examples from Tiiyns
are rectangular or square in shape as opposed to the more circular examples of Lefkandi.
A good example of these was found in Room 224 in the Lower Acropolis. It contained
traces of burnt organic matter indicated by Kilian as possibly being hay.1172 Similar bins
have also been found during the more recent excavations conducted by Maran in the NE
section of the Lower Town.1173 From preliminary reports from Koukounaries we know
1164 Wace 1921-23,49.
1165 Frizzell 1986, 83 Figs. 19, 30 and 33.
1,66 Frizzell 1986, 83 Figs. 30 and 52.
1167 Frizzell 1986, 83 Figs. 30, 52 and 19.
1168 Frizzell 1986, 83 Fig. 52.472.
1169 Kilian 1978,453 Fig, 5; Kilian 1979,381 and 406 Fig. 31;Kilian 1981, 157 figs. 9 and 10.
1170 Kilian 1981, 157 Figs. 9 and 10.
1171 Kilian 1978, 459; Kilian 1979, 383. It is unclear if these were used to store foodstuffs or
workshop materials.
1172Kilian 1988, 111.
1173 Maran 2002, 8-9.
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that pithoi were placed in the ground in the storerooms."74 Particularly within storeroom
2 are believed to have been some 30 pithoi with stone lids."75 Amongst the published
photographs are included a pithos fragment with rope relief decoration"76 and one rare
example with a bird in relief.1177 It is unfortunate that more of the pottery from
Koukounaries has not been yet published.
Cooking ware and utensils
Cooking ware consisted of unpainted wheel made vessels made out of a coarse fabric.
They generally have a grey surface with white grits.1178 The main distinction between
cooking ware and hand made burnished ware is that cooking ware is for the most part
wheel made and does not have a burnished finish. The most common cooking ware vessel
was the tripod cooking pot followed by basins, trays, amphora and jugs ofvarious shapes.
Utensils used in cooking include the scoop and scuttle; the scoop being used for stirring
and pouring meals while the scuttle was used to carry coals to the fire.1179 As was the case
with pithoi, cooking vessels are also dated, based on their find context. The aim of this
section is to present the types of cooking ware shapes that are used during LH IIIC rather
than to attempt to classify these diachronically. It is unfortunate that very few have
actually been included in publications. The best known examples come from Xeropolis.
Here, Popham has published a number of cooking pots of coarse ware including a small
one handled jug with open mouth and traces of burning on one side believed to have been
used to warm liquids, two shallow tripod vases-one rounded the other with collar rim, one
or two handled cooking pots and some deep trough spouted bowls.1180 All these are
documented from Phase lb but it can be assumed that similar shapes were probably used
in Phase 2. According to Sherratt during phase 2b are also documented "flat coarse tray¬
like objects with squared corners, which probably acted as pot stands or baking trays".1181
Ay Mycenae, Sherratt notes "ordinary wheelmade coarse ware cooking pots and tripod
vessels [that] remain indistinguishable from those of LH IIIB" during the Early phase.1182
A tripod vessel with square legs is the only exception. By the Tower phase the carinated
tripod vessel is attested and the square legs become more common. It is unfortunate that
no cooking vessels are described by Frizzell at Asine. She does however mention that the
1174 Schilardi 1978,292, PI. 190a; Schilardi 1981, 240-242, PI. 146a; Schilardi 1982,275, PI. 165b.
1175 Schilardi 1981,242.
1176 Schilardi 1978, PI. 192a.




Mountjoy 1993, 118 and 124.
1180
Popham and Milburn 1971, 336. Sheratt notes the the oval or square legs of the tripod vessels
as a new shape in this ware. See Sherratt 1981, 126.
1181 Sherratt 1981, 147.
1182 Sherratt 1981, 57.
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"tradition of making wheel-made cooking pots was still a living one" at Asine.1183 At
Midea there is unfortunately no discussion pertaining to the coarse ware. A possible
fragment from a tripod cooking pot as well as a cooking grill is included in the
catalogue.1184 It is unclear whether these are the only such examples. At Koukounaries
there is mention of numerous fragments of tripod cauldrons, unfortunately, little more is
said and no photographs are supplied.1185 Finally, one should mention the workshop area
at Mitropolis St. on Naxos. Here were noted cooking pots including tripod cauldrons as
well as 3 elliptical bins of unbaked clay.1186 It is assumed that since this area was
designated as a workshop that these constructions and vessels were somehow associated
with the pottery production rather than domestic storage of goods.
Hand Made Burnished Ware
Hand made burnished ware (HBW henceforth) "is made of a coarse clay with coarse
inclusions...and is burnished".1187 Numerous scholars have tried to interpret the presence
of this pottery. Overall they can be divided into two basic groups. On the one hand,
HBW, also known as barbarian ware, was believed to be an indicator of a foreign element
within the post-palatial populations; along with new types of swords and dress ornaments
their presence was used to imply a fluctuation of new comers into Greece.1188 The various
possible areas of origin proposed include Italy, Troy, the Balkans and NW Greece. On the
other hand, a number of scholars sought to see the appearance of this type of pottery as a
local development.1189 Pilides offers an excellent account of the various theories which
has been provided in Table 1.3.1190
This section will present the various shapes executed in the hand burnished ware
found in LH IIIC contexts. Unfortunately, in many cases we only have a general LH IIIC
date but these will nonetheless be included here.
Tiryns has been the most fruitful source for HBW within the areas examined in
this thesis. It is unfortunate that this material is only published in Kilian's preliminary
reports. Nonetheless, it should be noted that Kilian included well over 100 HBW
fragments or complete vessels in various articles providing information concerning at
1183 Frizzell 1986, 82. This is mentioned in reference to the number of HBW fragments found at
the site.
1184
Walberg 1998, 229 PI. 98.869.
1185 Schilardi 1984, 194-195; Koehl 1984,207.
1186 Chalepa-Bikaki 1983, 309-310; Lambrinoudakis and Philaniotou-Hadjianastasiou 2001 162-
163.
1187 Pilides 1994, 1.
1,88
Schahermeyr 1980, 70; Deger Jalkotzy 1977, 77; Kilian 1978, 314; Rutter 1974, 30; Rutter
1976, 187-8; Popham and Milburn 1971, 338; Catling and Catling 1981, 82.
1189
Walberg 1976, 186-7; Sandars 1978, 191-195; Sandars 1983, 64; Sandars 1985, 83; Sherratt
1981, 590; Bloedow 1985, 174-176 and 195.
1190 Pilides 1994, 1-9 and Table 12.
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least the extent of this ware at Tiryns.1191 Also of great importance is the appearance of
this ware at the site before the LH IIJLB2 destructions.1192 To summarise the shapes that
appear in LH IDC contexts at Tiryns are the ovoid jar1193, belly handled amphora1194,
jugs1195, hydria1196, a deep carinated cup1197, a small hemispherical cup1198, a possible
hemispherical bowl1199, a large jar1200 and a hying pan1201.
The next fruitful site was Korakou. Here Rutter has identified numerous
fragments of HBW pottery dated to LH IIIC. Apparently though, there is no evidence of
this ware occurring in phases 4-5 ofKorakou. This means that the HBW pottery occurs in
the transitional phase of LH IIIB2/LH IIIC and LH IIIC early. There are however
fragments which cannot be accurately dated and in fact some come from contexts where
the decorated pottery is dated from phases 1-5 implying that some may be dated to LH
HIC middle or late.1202
The remaining sites with HBW pottery have produced only fragments. One of the
earliest accounts of HBW pottery was made by French in 1964-1965 in her excavations
and study of the Mycenae material.1203 Unfortunately, this material so recognised early
on, has yet to be published. Amongst the shapes mentioned are 2 ovoid jars, a hole
mouthed jar and a jug.1204 The published material comes from LH IIIC wash levels
retained by the citadel wall and strata of the causeway deposit dated to LH IHB2 and LH
IIIC.1205 At Lefkandi two cups in HBW are dated to phases la and lb, another words
LHTITfl early and the beginning of LH IIIC middle.1206 Asine has also produces some
HBW sherds belonging to LH TTTB and the so called "final Mycenaean" period (Sub-
Mycenaean) of the site.1207 It should however be noted that in the Karmaniola area where
the HBW sherds were noted, it is difficult to stratigraphically distinguish the LH HIC
1191 One wonders whether this ware is so numerous at Tiryns in particular compared to other sites
or whether it was Kilian who was interested in more than wheel made decorated pottery that
brought them to light at this site.
1192 Pilides 1994, 3 and 13-15.
1,93 Kilian 1978b, fig. 1.5
1194 Kilian 1982, 398 fig. 7.5.
1195 Kilian 1985, figs. 15.2, 16.1.
1196 Kilian 1983,289 fig. 12; Kilain 1985, fig. 15.4.
1197 Kilian 1985, fig. 16.1.
1198 Kilian 1985, fig. 16.7.
1199 Kilian 1985, fig. 16.4.
1200 Kilian 1985, fig. 16.3
1201 Kilian 1985, fig. 16.5.
1202 Rutter 1974, 549-553; Rutter 1979, 369; Pilides 1994, 19.
1203 French 1969, 136; French and Rutter 1977; Pilides 1994, 11-12.
1204 French 1989, figs. 1-4; Pilides 1994, 12.
1205 French 1989, 41; Wardle 1973, 323-335
1206
Popham and Sackett 1968, 18 fig. 34; Popham and Milburn 1971, 338 fig. 3.6-3.7; Pilides
1994, 25-26.
1207 Frizell 1986, 82-86 figs. 29 and 30; Pilides 1994, 15-16.
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material from the "final Mycenaean" material.1208 Finally should be noted the only
published example from a tomb deposit found at Perati; a small juglet found in Tomb 4
dated to LH IIIC early - LH IIIC middle.1209 It remains speculative whether this hand¬
made jug is of HBW since as Rutter notes it is only roughly burnished and doesn't
compare well to HBW vases of the LH EUC period.1210
A few general observations are worth making here concerning the use of this
ware. It is interesting to note that to date the only island of the Aegean which appears to
have HBW pottery is that of Chios, and this only a single fragment dated apparently to
the late phase of LH IIIC.1211 I eagerly await publication of the Grotta material and the
Koukounaries material to see whether the HBW appears at all in settlement contexts of
the Cyclades. I will not attempt to conclude on the origin of HBW, since I do not believe
this can be determined as yet. However, I will point out that the fact that it does not
appear on the islands of the Aegean during LH IIIC does point to a northern or western
origin rather than eastern one.
1208Dietz 1982, 59; Frizell 1986, 13; Pilides 1994, 16. The fragments include 2 fragments from a
large closed vessel and a cooking tripod.
1209 Iakovides 1970, 157 and pi. 45y.35.
12,0 Rutter 1974, 29; Pilides 1994, 25.
1211 Hood 1986, 178; Pilides 1994, 30-31.
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33 chamber 2.2 X 2.2 >=2 adult U 3 1 1 1 6
33a * chamber 1X1.4 1 child U 1 1 2 3 shells















36 . chamber 1.8X2.0 1 >=5
4 adult, 1










niche 1? child? U 1 1
46 * * chamber 1.8 X 2.4 1 >=4
3 adult, 1







niche 1 child 1 1 2
4 shells












































































































































































75 chamber 2.7X1.9 >=10 adult
76 chamber 1.8 X 2.2 >=6 adult
























85 pit 1.7 X 0.7 adult
steatite
button
87 chamber 1.3 X 1.2 child?
88 chamber 1.2 X 1.5 adult
2 steatite
buttons
























1.8 X 2.6 >=8 adult
94
chamber
niche 0.6 X 1.0 child
95 chamber 0.7 X 0.5 infant?
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123a * chamber 2?
1 adult, 1
adolescent? U 2 2 4





126 * chamber 1.3X1.1 1? adult? U 1 1 2























































































































































141 * chamber 1.9X1.5 >=2
1 adult, 1































145 2 4X25 1 >=8 u 13 5 1 8 3 36 4 rings pin bead, ring
1 steatite
button, scarab




148 * 17X19 >=2 U 2 1 16
3 rings, 1
wire 2 beads bead
143 *
1.5





X 1.4 2 adult u 1 1 2
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155 * chamber 1.7 X 1.8 >=4
3 adult?, 1


































niche 0.5 X 0.7 -1 infant U 1 1 1 1 1 5
bird
idol 2 shells
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Tiryns K04 X X X X X
Tiryns
106/106a
X X X X
Asine House I X X X
Grotta-
Mitropolis SE









Table 3.3- Storage Framework
STORAGE Storage
Vessels











Tiryns- K04 X X























Table 3.4 Ritual Framework






Mycenae 38 X X X Box






XX X 2 column
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110a X X X
115 Stone slab X
























1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Mycenae X Y u Y Y O o X X Y Y
Tiryns Upper
Acropolis- T








X O O X X X o o o O O
Asine X O 0 X X X Y o o Y Y
Phylakopi X X O X X X X X o X Y
Korakou X X O 0 o o o o o O O





1) Special facilities for ritual practice: altars, benches, pools or basing of water
2) Special portable equipment employed in the cult practice: special receptacles, lamps etc.
3) Attention focusing devices reflected in the architecture or movable equipment
4) Use of cult image or aniconic representations
5) Special movements of prayer and adoration reflected in the images
6) Votive offerings
7) Repeated symbols consisting of symbolism also used in funerary rites and iconographic
relationship to the deity worshiped.
8) Bones indicating cult sacrifice
9) Offerings ofprepared foodstuff
10) Investment of wealth in the equipment and offerings








ofWest shrine- Phylakopip. 107
2b
Destructiondebr saroundflo rf platform,findsoundaround platform
Fragmentsof3 malefigures, chariotgroup, bovinerhyton, animalfigurine, drivenox,
stirrupja frgm
bronzeird,pingold leaf,be ds,loomweight,mortar plaster,spindlwhorl,tortois shellfrgmts.





Columnarla p,leadri g, beads,spin lewhorl
Otherfinds fromWest Shrine- Phylakopip. 110-111
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Tripod cauldron,jar, deepbowl frgmt,krater frgmt
Glass,shelldr inc a nel, plasterscrapsain dreda yellow














NicheofR om AWest Shrine- Phylakopip. 114
2b
Somebr kenobj ctsplac diniche aftercollapse
Headwithout body,naturalistic bovinefigurwith redpaintan missinghead, bovinefigurwith missinghornand threelegs,bovine figurewithclov r leafd coration andmissinghorn andthreelegs, bovinefigurwith stripeddeco ation
RoomBf WestShrine- Phylakopip. 116
2b/3a
Collapseanddirectaftermath,oor remainedopenalthoughn tusi nextphases,ichiNWcorn rstill used,utilitarianpurpose,mat rial fromBcarvedutaft rdestruction
toEastC urtyard,material transportediphase2from courtyardtr omBandviceersa
Femalefigur frgmt,askos frgmt,bovine frgmt
Krater, cauldron tripod, shallow angularbowl, piriformja frgmt,deep bowlfrgmt
Bonepin,discraicha nel, mortar,grindst nehammer stone,marblelabquern
EastShrine Platform Area- Phylakopi p.l17-120
2b
Nofindsnplatform,allcomefr alongsouthndwestidesffo platform
Bovinefigurine, chariotgroups, drivenox,animal figurines,mal figure,group figure
Kylix,collar neckjar,mug frgmt






Streetand Courtyard- Phylakopip. 121-123.
2b/3a
Materialtr nsportedi phase2from courtyardtr omBandviceersa
Femalefigur , animalfigure, chariotgroup, throne,animal figure
Fragmentary Kylix,collar neckjar, amphora, carinated kylix,h dria, jug,piriform jar,hyd ia,5 deepbowls,2 amphorae, krater, dipper, Complete jug,krater, carinated kylix
Flatstripofle d,witht o rivets,frgmtsofb nze,glas paste,tortoisefrgmtd in channelfrgmt,quern,mortar, pierceddisc,marbleslab




2animalfigurines frgmts,bovine frgmt,furniture frgint







oxfigurine,2 animalfrg t,ish rhytonand chariotgroup frgmt
Krater,mug
5deepbowls, smalldeep bowl,lipless conicalup









After2bcollapsebl ckingwalluilt closingoffsoutherarea-bl cking wallhadfacetonortheatly constructed,spacebetweenbl cking wallandsouthllfwestshrine filled,lmromw sternendmasonry changes(couldindicateriginal terminationpo t)useoflarg rstone perhapsfromcollapsedityw ll, packofwallcoversl tformnd shelfinSWcornerfroom,access stillfromtreetteasbutnhigh r level
5animalfigur nes frgints,2bovine frgmts
Glasspaste,tortoi eshell2 spindlewhorls,pierceddisc draincha nel,rect ngular pendant
WestShrine- northf blockingwall- nearornNW platform- Phylakopi p.130-134
3b
PlatforminNWcornerc ntinuest function,ewloorbenchal g northwallont pfnewfl or,ly constructedpla formiNWreplac s SWplatform
3malefigures,1 femaleigur ,1 animalfigure,2 humanfigures frgmts,3animal figures,bovine figure,cha iot group
Kraterfrgmt
Stripoflead,br nzearrowhead, bronzefrgmts,glas(whi e, grey,blacken,yellow), conchshell,spodylus pendant,spindlewhorldrain channel,pinka drepl st r, mortar,grinder,marbledisc




8animal figurines,2bovi figures,legrom chariotgroup, animalfigurine frgmt
Cookingpot
Piercedglass,tortoiseshell quernfrgmt,bronzef t bronzeslag,drainch nel, plasterin dwi hochred redbands
WestShrine
3c
Westplatforms illinu ewithhigh r floorlevel,walbuiltaboveNW platformblockingffnorthernr a, platform/shelftfo tt wards uth stillinuse
WestShrine-
Onornear NWplatform- Phylakopip. 137
3c
Animalfigurine
Coarsejug, tray,k ter frgmt














OnornearNE platform- Phylakopip. 137
3c
Femalefigur frgmt,possible femaletorso, femalecolumn stemfigure
Doublejar, deepbowl frgmt





2femalefigurin s, 7animalfigurines frgmts,female figure,4bovin figures,driv n oxenfigure,5 animalfigure frgmts,6animal figures
Pedestalvase
Goldhead,br nzef gmt,ostrich eggshells,tortoisehell,c nch shell,bivalveshe l,pind e whorl,plasteithredanblu spiraldecoronwhite,st ne handle,quern,drill dbon fragment
Streetand Courtyard- Phylakopip. 141-143
3a-3c
Aftercollapsenotrepav d,r m in d withcollapsedebris,smallpitagain t citywallithmaterialjoining2bof Westshrine(pos iblyfr mclearance ofwestshrine)
10animalfigurine frgmts,emale figurergmt, humanfigure base,8ovine figurer mts, bovinerhyton frgmts,ish rhyton,2chariot groups
Frgmtsof stirrupja ,3 deepbowls, liplessconical bowl,krater, andcarinated kylix, complete carinated kylix





Table 4.1 Female figurine typology after French 417































































































Table 4.1 Female figurine typology after French 418











































































































Table 4.1 Female figurine typology after French 419
Type Head Body Arms/Hands Stem



























Late Psi- C elaborately
decorated with no
realism



















































Table 4.2 Female and Male figure typologies after French



































Table 4.3 Animal figurines typology after French 421










lines along body, later
examples have clear
definition between
forequarters and rest of body
tail and legs realistcally rendered,
tail is arched and hangs long,
wavy lines down and across legs
Bovine- Wavy
Type 2







short, conical legs, tail hangs free
Bovine- Linear
Type 1
head simplified longitudinal decoration, '
straight bands, early
examples may have curved
lines
schematic, usually a flat applied
strip occasionally projecting





quite short, neck may







consisting of three or four
lines
tail may be flattened
Bovine- Spine
Type 1
lines around horn central band along spine with
short lines running
perpendicular, less stylized
than Type 2 with later
examples having numerous
parallel and vertical rib lines
extending may times around
the stomach
legs have vertical lines
Bovine- Spine
Type 2




ppearing as blobs, central
spine may be wavy line, rib
lines may not connect to
central spine
legs have vertical lines
Bovine- Ladder
Type
lines across the back usually
with edging lines, in certain
cases edging lines may be
lissing or may be limited to
only one side, may have
decoration beneath the body,











body painted or undecorated
421
Table 4.3 Animal figurines typology after French 422




roungh linear decoration all
over, uneven and irregular
lines, incised mouth and
nostril, applied eys, spine
decoration on one side and
wavy on other, spotted, dots
or circles




long foreleg with modelled paw
Bird may have incised lines to
show feathers
may rest on column or rounded
tangs or stand on base
Boar bristling crest
Bull may have large horns may have male sexual
attributes
Cow may have female sexual
attributes
Crested Animal crest on head









two heads four legs
Goat applied beard under
chin, may have twisted
horn
small and squat may have twisted tail
Hedgehoq snout very rotund body short legs, small tail
Hornless
Quadruoed
longish muzzle with no
ears or homs
""
Horse may have curls on top
of head or holes for
insertion of a mane of
knots, long neck, short
ears
may have incised mane
Lion bush mane
represented, mouth
may be open or
incised
Pig stocky and squat in shape small pointed tails
Ram elaborate curving
horns













man riding upon animal
interpreted as horse, each
modelled seprately, man
may have indications of
weapon, animal deorated
with wavy lines or vertical
lines




figure of man placed on
back of animal, strip may
extend from figure to area
of horns of bovine
Ridden Oxen around the horns
of bovine may be
hands of man
figure of man sitting behind
head of oxen
hand of man may
hold horns of bovine
Seated Figurines Psi figurine or
kourotrophos seated on
throne Throne
back solid (A) or latticed
(B)
Three legged
Throne Throne back solid (A) or
latticed (B)
Three legged
Bed/Bier/Table four conical legs at
corners distinguishes
bed type which may
be decorated with
cross lines, bier type
has bulbous legs
Stool/Low Table circular body, top may be
decorated with dots, rays,
hatching or wavy lines
conical or flattened
legs
Sedan Chair sedan chair with hooded
carriage
four short legs and
four carrying poles
extending from chair
Boat prow of boat indicated with
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Pendants
Konstantinidi2001,3











TypeA-elongatedwitht enlysid -triangular,rec angulaortrap zoidals ape TypeB-similartoTypeAw thlongcarvede fha dlencarv dtopTypeC-Semicurcularshapewitht orvedeg s
Diadems
Konstantinidi2001,4-25
TypeA-broadandsfsilverrgoldleftlaind c ra edirepouse;m stw thh tnds TypeB-finmetalbandsov lrpointedvalsh pewithe g sif rmfl o TypeC-beadsofv riousmat rialsqlalaquesinshapeflilyrvo t nr nqedrows
HairPins
Konstantinidi2001,5-26
TypeA-roundsectionwithvaryingshapedh s;spherical,fl t,onicdoubles r l,malhea st . TypeB-'sheperd'scrook';inoftwistedmetalwi hintedds TypeC-usuallyivorywithone dflattenedintovalh pe
HairSpirals
Konstantinidi2001,6
TypeA-spiralsmadeofthinw rrou dinsection TypeB-twist dbandsofmetalturnou wardsandecor tedwi hr pous ed TypeC-ornam ntswithattachedspiral
Earrings
Konstantinidi2001,6
TypeA-simpleo enr ngsriwithendssli tlyov rlapping TypeB-ringswithcrossedendsoft nithelaborated coration TypeC-ringswithpyramidas ngthrugh TypeD-hoopsrspiralswithgranulatedendant
FaceM sks
Konstantinidi2001,6-27
masksadeofthinetalu uallygoldwithfac li pres ionnfr tdn g tivedepre sionback
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TypeA-roundspiralsthickenedatthen srs fpiralsodoub ewir TypeB-moreelaborateind signthaTypA;ft nithfo mffigure-of-eight consistingftwoleaves,nerthoth r TypeC-goldfoilcov rings methrmat riai;possiblyleather TypeD-madeofmultiplebe s
Armlets
Konstantinidi2001,3
Goldplatefelongatedcylin ricalsh peustcov rmfrw isttfi gers
FingerRings
Konstantinidi2001,3
TypeA-simpleors iralw tallate TypeB-withsimplebez sofvariousshapendz TypeC-withelaborateb z ld coratedwi hgranulation,fil gr erinl iwithglassr lapisl zuli





TypeA-mostlyofthing ldf il,iercedw tht oolesenachsia dusuallydecoration repousse;mayalsorarelybeingal srivoryTypeB-similartoTypeAw thh l sateripheryfromwhichr ngsfth ngoldasus en ed TypeC-granulatedexamplesoftend cor t dwi hin ay
Cut-outReliefs
Konstantinidi2001,27-28
TypeA-metalbandsofgold,silverrbronzepl indecorat di repoussecon itingftria gular, rectangular,ovalrsectionsw thsharpenededg s;m ylsob fq s,o erivo yTypeB-breastgoldplateint a ezoidalshape TypeC-Yshapedbanofgold-'kn ep ds' TypeD-bunch softhingoldstripss iblyassociatedwithdr s
Pins
Konstantinidi2001,28
TypeA-wirpinsofroundsectionusuallyw thflath adm efimplewirithh adsfv ious shapes TypeB-pinsofheavymetalshankpi rcedjustu d rthforpa sageft e d TypeC-heavymetalshankwi hglobesorswellingstsh nkrjustund rneathd TypeD-metalpinswi hheadsofdiff rentmat rial
Fibulae
Konstantinidi2001,8-29
TypeA1-simplebowfstraightrtwistedw e,roundinection;ayh vca chlatersp ralcatch TypeA2-smoothdecoratedb wrlainwitriangularc chlate;he dsusuallyp pyrusshaped TypeA3-straightbowswolleninmiddleithk bs TypeA4-bowwithextendedforearm TypeA5-figure-of- ightlo prserp ntinel ps TypeB-arch dt
Buttons
Konstantinidi2001,9





























Konstantinidi 2001,97-98; Frodinand Persson1938, 175-179,399- 400
1glasscylindrical ribbedbea ,1glass curledleafornaments, 1bandedivoryspiral pendant
1frgmtofgoldleaffinger ring




































Konstantinidi 2001,140; akovides 1970,59ff
1)granulated cylindricalbeads,glas beadsofsphericalnd globularshape,sm ll chalcosinecylind r,2 sphericalgroovedl beads,1largea ate cylinderwithgol n ends,1cylin rical sealstoneofhematit (animal),3le toid sealstoneofagat (rosette,animalnd goat),faienceE yptian plaque(RampsisII)I) 2tinygoldbeads





Konstantinidi 2001,139; lakovides 1970,54ff







Konstantinidi 2001,140; lakovides 1970,67 173
1)tinygoldspherical bead,1golspherical beadII)1agatebe III)1hemispherical faienceb ad
III)1smallivoryc mb withincisedback
1)goldring































Konstantinidi 2001,143; lakovides 1970,260ff






Konstantinidi 2001; lakovides 1970,314ff
1)flattenedspherical ivorybeadII)5small sphericalglassbead





Konstantinidi 2001,144; lakovides 1970,304ff.
II)5sphericaland flattenedspherical cornelianbeads,7 smallpiercedrosette shapedgolbe ds,1 cylindricalgoldbea ,2 tinysphericalbeads earthspoil)1 cylindricalsteatite bead,1hemispherical glassbe d,3cockles
II)1silverringwith ellipsoidalbezel,3simple silverr ngsscatt redi tomb)1bronzeellipsoidal bezelarthspoil)frgmtof silverringwithbezel, frgmtofsi pleilverring























Konstantinidi 2001,143; akovides 1970,285ff.
1hornshaped malachitebe d,1 hangingspiralglass bead,acylindrical faienceb ad,1 sphericalglassbe d scatteredintomb)5 cornelianbeads,5 sphericalglassbe ds, 1barrelshaped faienceb ad,4 fragmentsof2beads, frgmtofrockcrystal bead,1claypendant withsmallpebb ein centre,2fai c scarabs,2faience scarabswith inscription,1frgmtof faience(fromscarab?)
1silverr ngwithbez l scatteredintomb)1gol ring,frgmtofsilverring




































Konstantinidi 2001,135; akovoides 1970,340ff












Konstantinidi 2001,143- 144;lakovides 1970,2 9ff.





































Konstantinidi 2001,144; lakovides 1970,31 ff





Konstantinidi 2001,143; lakovides 1970,275ff.
II)13conusshell
















Konstantinidi 2001,142; lakovides 1970,24 ff





Konstantinidi 2001,14 ; lakovides 1970,89ff.
1)faiencescarab withinscription



































Konstantinidi 2001,137; lakovides 1970,70ff 77ff
1bronzewirith threadremains,1 acornshapedchalazy bead,1amygdaloid beadofcornelian,1 smallgoldbeafigure- of-eightshield,3glass beads,1relief amygdaloidgobe , 2goldspherical beads,1cylindricalsea (branch),1olive shapedcornelian bead,1sphericalglass bead
partsofivoryc mb
1goldsimplefingerring, 2simplefingerrings, frgmtof1si plesilver fingerring





























Konstantinidi 2001,137; akovides 1970,79ff







Konstantinidi 2001,137; lakovides 1970,86ff
1sphericalglassbe d, 2faiencescarabs












Konstantinidi 2001,136; lakovides 1970,60






Konstantinidi 2001,138; lakovides 1970,06




























Konstantinidi 2001,138; lakovides 1970,11


















Konstantinidi 2001,141; lakovides 1970,20








































Konstantinidi 2001,142; akovides 1970,232ff.
3goldsphericalbea s,





Konstantinidi 2001,142; lakovides 1970,239ff.
I)1lentoidcrystalbea II)1tubularglass bead,1arrelshaped cornelianbead






Konstantinidi 2001,142; lakovides 1970,226ff.





Konstantinidi 2001,142; lakovides 1970,22Iff
1)cylindrical hematitese lstone (humanfigures),1 smallcl ybe d,1 sphericalglassbe d,1 smallbeadofgl ss withgroovesII)1 flattenedspherical glassbe d,1lentoid agatesealstone(deer), 1sphericalglassbe d withgrooves
III)frgmtofivoryc mb
III)frgmtsof1silverring
1)discoidsteatite button///)13conical steatitebuttonsIV)1 conicalsteatitebutton V)1conicalsteatite button
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Konstantinidi 2001,138; lakovides 1970,17ff.
I)necklaceof8 flattenedcornelian sphericalbeads,1 amethystdropshaped beadan1mber barrelshapede ,7 glassbeadofvarious shape,1in cribed faiencescarab II)necklaceof3agat rectangularlongated beads,1spherical cornelianbead,1 rectangularsteatite bead,1rect ngular faienceb ad,1 corneliancyli drical bead,2cornelian sphericalbeads,1 largesphericalglass bead,1lentoiste tite beadan7smallgol sphericalbeadsIII)1 bonzewhe lshaped bead,87tinygol sphericalbeads secondaryburials)1 lentoidsteatitebe ,1 rectangularsteatite bead,1sphericalglass bead























Konstantinidi 2001,139; akovides 1970,27
2smallsphericalgo d beads,1ellipsoidal steatitebe d












Konstantinidi 2001,136; lakovides 1970,52
1smallgoldspherical bead,1arrelshaped cornelianbead,4gl ss sphericalbeads
1goldhairsp ral,2ivory discs,1amygdaloid earringofthingoldf lwith tinygoldri gsatedgef perforation












Konstantinidi 2001,136; lakovides 1970,44ff.







Konstantinidi 2001,135; lakovides 1970,40ff























Konstantinidi 2001,135; lakovides 1970,30,36
1simpleilverring, goldplatedbronzefing r ring





Konstantinidi 2001,140; lakovides 1970,81ff




















Konstantinidi 2001,140; lakovides 1970,75ff



























Konstantinidi 2001,135; lakovides 1970,8ff
1sphericalflattened cornelianbead,2 entoidglassb d






Konstantinidi 2001,160; Kardara1977, 4-8
1goldfingerringwith ovalbezedecor tedwi h grains





Konstantinidi 2001,160; Kardara1977, 4-8
1biconicalcornelian bead,afl tcylindrical agatesealstone(m withreligious emblems)
1goldhairspiral
smallgoldrectangu ar platesiercedwith incisedparallellin decoration,1silverfing ringwithrewrappedi spirals































































































































annularglassbe d,1 sphericalglassbe d,1 ovalglassbe d,35 sphericalcorneli n beads,ofagate, beadsofagate coveredwithgolleaf,







































3goldbea s,7 papyrusshapedgol beads,cornelian beads,100amyg aloid glassbe ds,2 rectangulargl ss beads,2sphericalgold beads
1smallgoldring






5cylindersofgoldwith granulation,6 cylindricalgoldbea s, sphericalgoldbea s,1 amygdaloidcornelian bead,1cornelian scarabwithgoldplated ends
1goldhairsp ral,5silver rings





















































2sphericalglass beads,3elongated sardonyxbeads,1 cylindricalfaien e pendant,1ivory scarab
1goldringlet













1lentoidcornelian beadwithincised decoration,2bi nical sardonyxbead,1tiny faiencescarab,hells
1goldfingerringwith ovalbeze















































3teardropglass beads,3small sphericalfaience beads,4small sphericalglassbe ds, 7glassornaments,1 flatfainecebead,2 cylindricalfainece beads,1grainsh pes faienceb ad,1small biconicalribbed faienceb ad,2ti y cylindricalcorneli n beads,1arrelshaped cornelianbead,1 poppysha ed cornelianbead,1 pendantofgoldf il withreliefdecorationf wazlily
1frgmtofb necomb






Konstantinidi 2001,167; Morricone 1965-66,11- 112
18smallwheehap d faiencebeads,2larger wheels ap dfaience beads
1shankedteatite button
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Konstantinidi 2001,168; Morricone 1965-66,63- 164







Konstantinidi 2001,168; Morricone 1965-66,69- 170







Konstantinidi 2001,168- 169; Morricone 1965-66,264- 266






























Schallin 1983,27; Konstantin idi2001, 202
steatitebeads,lentoid shapedtonese lstone
1ivoryc mb,i rpin





Renfrew 198517- 120,31- 134,138- 141






Renfrew 198507, 109,1 - 112,4 116,27- 134,37- 138







Renfrew 198521- 123,141- 143



































































largehornsupward turningwi ged shapedwithflangs allround,
Variante3b
foldedlangs





























flat,widecentral spinew th multiplere ef lines
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Fig. 1.29 Fig. 1.30
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Fig. 1.35











































Fig. 1.149 Fig. 1.150 Fig. 1.151
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Fig. 1.184 Fig. 1.185
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Fig. 1.234 Fig. 1.235 Fig. 1.236
Fig. 1.242
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Fig. 1.364 Fig. 1.365
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Fig. 4.12 Fig. 4.13
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Map 2 Burials in Attica and Euboea
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Map 4 Burials in the Dodecanese
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Map 6 Palatial Cremations
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Map 12 Settlements in the Argolid and Corintiha
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Map 16 All sites in Argolid and Corinthia
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Map 17 All sites Attica and Euboea
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Map 19 All sites Dodecanese
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